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INTRODUCTION

The Department of Physics and Measurement Technology, Biology and
Chemistry (IFM) presents every year a progress report containing a brief
description of activities in research and education within the department. The
report is intended as an information for colleagues and institutions. The
present report contains activities for the academic year July 1989 to June 1990.

Many researchers within IFM have received substantial grants from research
councils like the Swedish Board for Technical Development (STU) and the
Swedish Natural Science Research Council (NFR). Substantial grants have also
been awarded from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation and other
foundations. These grants have been of essential value for the progress of the
research which easily can be understood from the fact that they amount to
more than 2/3 of our total research budget.

Ten graduate students have defended their PhD-thesis during the elapsed
academic year. The number of papers accepted for publication or published in
highly reputated international scientific journals is on a high level as can be
seen from the summary of titles starting on page 63.

The picture on the cover is from the recently built clean room facility for
semiconductor processing, and shows the micro pattern generator and mask
aligners for photolithographic work. (Photo: Fläkt AB).

If the reader of this activity report is interested in more details of a certain
area, please write to the department under address IFM, Linköping University,
S-581 83 Linköping, Sweden.

Anders Fahlman
Chairman
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APPLIED PHYSICS

The research at the Laboratory of Applied Physics was evaluated by two
internationally well known scientists during the fall of 1989. The evaluation
was performed on the initiative of the Swedish National Board for Technical
Development (STU), which wanted to find out if it is appropriate to support
the interdisciplinary research at the Laboratory through a block grant. As a
consequence of this evaluation this report contains e.g. a list of some of our
scientific results during the last five years.

Background

The Laboratory ot Applied Physics was founded when Ingemar Lundström in
1978 got the chair in Applied Physics at the University of Linköping. It is
stated in the program for the chair that it should deal with ..."physics applied
to biology, chemistry, medicine, and areas of technical interest" The chair
is thus interdisciplinary, and it has been an effort to build up and keep a truly
interdisciplinary research group at the Laboratory. Since the chair belongs to
the Department of Physics and Measurement Technology at the Technical
Faculty (Institute of Technology) of the University, it has been (and is)
difficult to obtain faculty positions in areas like microbiology, biochemistry
etc. The Laboratory is, therefore, heavily dependent on external grants, where
support from the Swedish National Board for Technical Development (STU)
has been, and is, of extreme importance for the running of the Laboratory.
Expensive research equipment has been obtained through grants from the
Swedish Council for Planning and Coordination of Research (FRN) and the
Wallenberg Foundation.

At present, about 70% of the running costs for the Laboratory is covered by
external grants, and 30% directly by the university. Investments in expensive
equipment are almost to 100% done through external grants.

During the last couple of years, part of our grants from STU has been obtained
as a block grant to support the interdisciplinary activity at the Laboratory.
This block grant constitutes about 40% of our externa! fundings for running
costs.



Organization

To make the running of the Laboratory effective, we have recently formed a
"managing committee" which is responsible for the running and maintenance
of the common laboratory facilities. The "managing committee" consisted
during 89/90 of

Hans Arwin chairman
Peter Hebo laboratory manager
Hans Sundgren responsible for the maintenance of equipment
Eva Hedborg responsible for the (semicond.) processing

laboratory
Ingemar Lundström professor

We do not know if the chosen organization is more effective and creative than
the normal organization of rather autonomous research groups with totally
separate fundings. It is a compromize in the sense that the different research
groups have some facilities and staff in common.

The managing committee is only responsible for the administration and
maintenance of the research laboratory. The scientific decisions are taken in
the different research groups and in a "Doctor's Club" formed by the Ph.D's
at the Laboratory. This "club" is headed by Ingemar Lundström. In the
Doctor's Club, an open interdisciplinary dialogue takes place.
The idea is to promote the initiation and running of (new) interdisciplinary
projects.

Staff

The staff (during the fiscal year 89/90) at the Laboratory is listed below. Some
of the Ph.D students are part time teaching assistants and only part time
engaged with research (given in parenthesis).

Ingemar Lundström, professor

Elisabeth von Hausswolff/Carin Jonsson, secretary

Staff with a Ph.D

Name .Ph.D in Present research area
i

Mårten Armgarth (20%)') applied physics chemical sensors I
Hans Arwin applied physics spectroscopic ellipsometry 1
Robert Björklund chemistry conduct, pol./cat. reactions I
Helen Dannetun applied physics photocatalytic reactions \
Hans Elwing2) microbiology surface biology
Ragnar Erlandsson materials science atomic force microscopy
Gunnar Hörnsten applied physics biological gas production
Olle Inganäs applied physics conducting polymers j



Bo Liedberg
Claes Nyländer (20%) O
Lars-Gunnar Petersson
Anita Spetz^)
Pentti Tengvall4)
LarsWilzén5)
Fredrik Winquist

applied physics
applied physics
materials science
applied physics
applied physics
physics
biochemistry
applied physics

Fourier transform - IR
microelectrochemistry
catalytic reactions
chemical sensors
biomaterials
catalytic reactions
chemical sensors

Ph.D. students

Name

UlfAckelid (50%)
Lars Bertilsson (50%)
Fredrik Enquist
Mats Eriksson (50%)
Joakim Fogelberg (50%)
Catarina Gustafsson
Göran Gustafsson4)
Eva Hedborg (50%)
Anita Ihs (50%)

Roger Jansson
Asghar Mohammadi4) (50%)
Jan Mårtensson (50%)

Marie Samuelsson (50%)
Petronella Norberg (50%)
Lars Olsson (50%)
Hans Sundgren (50%)
Christer Tömkvist4) (50%)

Stefan Welin-Klintström
Roger Wigren (50%)
Bengt Wälivaara (50%)

Research area

chemical sensors/catalytic reactions
Fourier transform - IR/surface biology
chemical sensors
catalytic reactions
catalytic reactions/chemical sensors
conducting polymers
conducting polymers
biosensors
Fourier transform-IR/organic
molecules
spectroscopic ellipsometry
conducting polymers
spectroscopic ellipsometry/molecular
electronics
microelectrochemistry
micromechanics
atomic force microscopy
chemical sensors
Fourier transform-IR/organic
molecules
surface biology
atomic force microscopy
biomaterials

1) engaged in a spin-off company
2) appointed professor in surface biology, May 1990.
3) post.doc. at Univ of Pennsylvania 89/90
4) got the Ph.D.-degree during 89/90
5) Post doc; PhD. at Chalmers University, 1989.
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Technical staff

Agneta Askendal
Jörgen Bengtsson
Ulf Frykman
Peter Hebo
Eva Hedborg
Petronella Norberg
Hans Sundgren
Anders Ödmark

(50%)

(50%)
(50%)
(50%)
(10%)

biochemistry
vacuum equipment
electronics
laboratory manager
semiconductor processing
semiconductor processing
electronic instrumentation
computer software

Visiting scientist

Elaine Vandenberg, University of Toronto: surface biology

Research philosophy

The research philosophy in the Laboratory could perhaps be summarized as
follows:

Interesting interdisciplinary ideas and visions originate from hard work in
different research areas where there is a continuous development and a strive
to achieve the highest possible scientific quality. Thus, each rese-arch area is
encouraged to develop according to the international stand-ards of the
particular area. The Laboratory tries to provide the atmos-phere and necessary
boundary conditions for a natural interaction between the different research
areas. The interdisciplinary projects, concepts and ideas at the Laboratory will
then have a broad and sound scientific basis.

Present research areas

The interdisciplinary nature of our research means that there are no strict
boundaries between the different topics listed below.

Chemical- and biosensors
sensors with thin catalytic metal films
ammonia sensors
hot spot sensors and diffusion of hydrogen in metals
ethylene detection
artificial noses and chemometrics
masspectrometric investigations of the reactions on the sensor surface
biosensing based on gas sensors
analytical systems with dry reagent chemistry



Catalysis
fundamental reaction studies on Pd, Pt and Ir-surfaces in UHV
reaction studies at atmospheric pressures
metal clusters on planar supports
electrical conductance studies of powder catalysts

Conducting polymers
template polymerisation
polyelectrolyte complexes
polymer orientation
thermochromism and thermal undoping
polymer electrochemistry
polymer electronics

Spectroscopic ellipsometry
conducting polymers and molecular materials
protein films and protein dynamics
ellipsometric method development
industrial applications

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
biomolecules on surfaces
corrosion inhibitors
molecular structure of titanium gels
flotation of sulphide minerals

Surface biology and biomaterials
(wettability) gradient surfaces
protein adsorption on solid surfaces
blood compatibility of solid surfaces
fish scales: biosensor and bioanalytical applications
gas production by microorganisms
biocompatibility of titanium
implants and the inflammatory response
properties of titanium gels

Microelectrochemistry
new microelectrode geometries

Atomic force microscopy
applications of AFM at atmospheric pressure and in liquids
construction of a UHV-AFM
AFM studies of catalytic systems
AFM studies of biomolecules



Some scientific results during the last five years

A choice of "highlights" from the research is of course subjective. The list
below serves only to give an indication of the output from the Laboratory.

Chemical- and biosensors

model for the hydrogen induced drift in Pd metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS devices)
development of ammonia sensitive devices
elucidation of the connection between the microstructure of thin catalytic
metal films and their sensitivity to ammonia
a capacitive coupling model for the gas sensitivity of thin discontinuous
metal films as gates of MOS-devices
simultaneous measurements of hydrogen and ethanol with one sensor
demonstration of high hydrogen transport rate through thin aluminum
films, but no detectable dipoles at the aluminum-silicon dioxide interface
detection of hydrocarbons (ethylene) with a thin Pt-gate device (Pt
TMOS)
demonstration of a multisensor concept based on Pd- and Pt-gate MOS
devices
biosensing based on the ammonia sensor and immobilized enzymes: urea,
creatinine, amino acids ....
detection of mercury at trace levels with an ammonia sensor and
immobilized urease
solid carrier system for the detection of mercury
monitoring of ethylene production from fruits by Pt TMOS-devices

Catalysis

demonstration of a large temperature activated lateral mobility of
hydrogen atoms on Pd surfaces
characterization of the water forming reaction on Pd
studies of the interaction of unsaturated hydrocarbons with oxygen
covered Pd surfaces. Water forming rate shown to be proportional to the
dehydrogenation rate of the hydrocarbons
demonstration of a unity sticking probability of unsaturated (C2-C4)
hydrocarbons on Pd
elucidation of the difference in hydrogen adsorption properties of the Pd- •
vacuum and Pd-silicon dioxide interface |
reduction of NO in hydrogen atmospheres studied with hydrogen sensitive \
Pd-MOS structures 1
construction of a reaction cell for studies under atmospheric pressures j
studies of chemically initiated restructuring of thin Pd-films on SiO2
development of electrical conductance as a measurement technique to
determine activity and selectivity of catalysts: Reduction of NO by NH3
over vanadia supported on silica-titania
AFM observation of structural changes in catalytic metal clusters
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Conducting polymers

discovery and characterization of acid/base properties of polypyrrole
development of all-solid state photoelectrochemical devices based on
semiconductors, conducting polymers and polymer electrolytes
development of an ammonia sensor based on polypyrrole
development of a technique for polymerization of polypyrrole in the form
of suspensions
application and characterization of electroactive polymer blends from
electroactive polymers and polymer electrolytes: Solid state polymer
electrochemistry for secondary Li batteries and other electrochemical
devices
development of a CVD technique for the synthesis of polypyrrole
characterization of degradation mechanisms of polypyrrole
discovery and explanation of thermochromism in the poly(3-
alkylthiophenes)
discovery and characterization of thermal undoping in the poly(3-
alkyllhiophenes)
construction of a field-effect transistor utilizing poly(3-alkyl-thiophenes)
development of a template polymerization technique for polypyrrole
development of construction techniques and structures for polymer
electronics
development of polymer materials for Li-intercalation in batteries

Spectroscopic ellipsometry

development of a reflectometer for bioanalysis
measurements of optical spectra of monolayers of proteins on solid
surfaces
development of spectroscopic ellipsometry for studies of thin organic
films including conducting polymers and molecular materials
derivative line-shape analysis of ellipsometrically determined optical
spectra of thin films
thin film optical memory based on the ellipsometric principle

Fourier transform-IR

N-methylacetamide on surfaces: A model for the peptide bond in proteins
elucidation of the orientation and bonding of amino acids on surfaces
detailed studies of corrosion inhibitors for copper

Surface biology and biomaterials

investigation and explanation of stereo-specific interactions during
antibody-antigen interactions on solid surfaces
protein adsorption on metal surfaces studied with a combination of
ellipsometry, capacitance and potential measurements



ellipsometric investigations of complement activation on solid surfaces
development of the gradient method: surfaces with a gradient in surface
energy (wettability)
demonstration of the influence of surface energy on conformational
changes of protein molecules
study of protein exchange reactions as a function of surface energy
study of hydrogen and ammonia producing bacterial fermentations using
gas sensitive MOS devices
demonstration of the bioanalytical use of melanophores in fish scales
discovery of oxidation of titanium and stainless steel implants in vivo
demonstration that this oxidation may be due to hydrogen peroxide (from
metabolic processes)
demonstration that titanium does not give rise to OH° radicals during
interaction with hydrogen peroxide
observation of a titanium peroxy/peroxide gel formed through the
interaction between metallic titanium and hydrogen peroxide in a test tube
elucidation of several biologically interesting properties of the gel:
antibactericidal effects, oxidation of cytochrome C and thiol groups,
decreases the activity of activated inflammatory cells,....
new model for the interaction between living tissue and titanium suggested
adsorbed protein molecules observed with AFM

Two new project areas

development of technology for the fabrication of new types of
microelectrodes for electrochemistry
establishment of a new surface analytical technique: Atomic force
microscopy.

Future scientific perspectives

A few of the more interdisciplinary concepts and ideas which we are
discussing at present at the Laboratory are summarized below.

We like to develop "artificial noses" or synthetic olfactory senses based on
multi sensor arrays fabricated with metal-insulator-semiconductor technology.
This requires e.g., development of a technology making it possible to deposit
(catalytic) metals with gradients in thickness or composition along a
semiconductor chip. It also requires the adoption of chemometrics må pattern
recognition routines and may eventually lead to the use of neuronal networks
for this purpose. New metals and alloys will be tested as sensing elements.
Furthermore, the possibility of changing the sensing property of a given thin
metal film thrcgh the binding (possibly in a gradient) of organic molecules to
the metal surface will be explored. Applications of the sensor arrays for
environmental and process control and biosensing are also envisaged.

We plan to continue the investigations of thin catalytic metal films as models
for (dispersed) heterogeneous catalysts and to learn more about the properties
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of catalytic metals as gates in chemical sensors. We like to extend the use of
metal-insulator-semiconductor structures to the study of photocatalytic och
photochemical reactions.

We intend to study "directional" catalytic reactions over thin membranes. A
speculative vision is that it should be possible to combine such membra-nes
with hydrogen producing photochemical or microbiological reactions for an
efficient production of fuels from solar energy. Furthermore, we hope to find
practical applications for our studies of the electrical con-ductivity of powder
catalysts.

Our studies in microelectrochemistry started only recently but show promising
results. We like, therefore, to extend our efforts on microelectrodes made in
semiconductor technology to optimize their performance and to demonstrate
their usefulness in practical applications. We also believe that the
microelectrodes can be used in other areas of research such as in the
characterization of conducting polymers and polymer electrolytes.

Conducting polymers offer a large number of interesting physical effects with
potential practical applications. We like to extend these possibilities by the
investigation of new types of materials, e.g., so-called interpenetrating
polymer networks and electroelastomers. Conducting polymer based enzyme
electrodes and electronic devices will also be examined. We like more
specifically to explore the incorporation of redox groups in conducting
polymers and the electrooptical effects observed in the conducting polymers.
Some of the application of conducting polymers lies within the area of
molecular electronics, which incorporates in general the use of electrical and
optical properties of (single) molecules in devices, like memories, (chemical)
sensors, etc.

By applying spectroscopic ellipsometry in the area of molecular electronics,
we like to investigate the optical properties of mono molecular organic layers
on solid surfaces. We will explore the possibility of making a new type of
optical memory based on ellipsometric reading and on electrical or optical
writing. Chemical sensors based on changes in the optical properties of organic
monolayers are also envisaged. Sensing surfaces with lateral selectivity patterns
generating an "olfactory" picture have been discussed.

The investigations of protein adsorption on solid surfaces will be continued
with the newly developed gradient method. We will try to make gradients in
other parameters than wettability such as in charge, polarity, hydrogen
bonding etc. Several new methods will be used to study the gradients such as
FT-IR, fluorescence spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (see below).
The use of antibodies to detect conformational changes and exchange reactions
will be developed also to study problems of interest to the industry e.g., in
filtration processes.
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Basic studies of the interaction between macromolecules and solid surfaces are
made with Infrared-reflection absorption-spectroscopy (IRAS) on model
molecules. We like to extend these studies to short peptides to spe-cially
investigate the interaction between peptide bonds and surfaces. Furthermore,
the construction of a UHV-chamber for the FT-IR instru-ment will allow for
combined IRAS and thermal desorption mass spectro-metry (on organic
molecules).

The research on biomaterials will include blood coagulation and complement
activation studies related to the protein adsorption described above. One of the
main developments will, however, be the study of the interaction between
biomaterials and hydrogen peroxide with relation to inflammatory responses.
This development is triggered by our observations on titanium which appears
to behave very favourably during an inflammation. Actually in a test tube,
metallic titanium and hydrogen peroxide interact very strongly and form at the
end a titanium peroxy-peroxide gel. The study of hydrogen peroxide-
biomaterial interactions should, therefore, be extended also to other materials
like polymers. The characterization of the titanium gel will, however,
continue. Its physical properties as well as its interactions with ions and
biomolecules will be investigated. FT-IR, ellipsometry and atomic force
microscopy will be used among other techniques. We hope to be able to add an
FT-Raman Spectrometer to our instrumentation to be able to study among
other things the hydrated titanium gel and its interactions with biomolecules.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a new surface imaging technique that was
recently introduced at our Laboratory. One AFM instrument is operating,
while a second, UHV-based, instrument is under construction. AFM will be an
important tool for many of the other research areas such as characterization of
thin catalytic metal films, protein adsorption on solid surfaces, study of the
microstructure of biomaterials and the determination of the microstructure of
conducting polymers. So far, the technique has been used in a study of
morphology changes of catalytic palladium films due to oxygen/hydrogen
exposures. We have also achieved promising results in our investigation of
conformational changes of adsorbed protein molecules (fibrinogen on SiO2).
Future plans include studies of chemical reaction on metal clusters and the
development of new electronic devices. The UHV-AFM under construction
will enable detailed investigation of clean surfaces, such as oxide-free metals.

The use of melanophores' in fish scales for biosensing and bioanalytical
purposes should be developed further. Furthermore, the pharmacology and the
biophysical mechanisms of the melanophores will be elucidated.
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CHEMICAL PHYSICS

The research at the Chemical Physics Laboratory is focused on studies of free
radicals, i.e., molecules having one or several unpaired electrons. The studies
are mainly concerned with radicals formed by ionising radiation. Electron
Spin Resonance (ESR), Electron Nuclear Double Resonance (ENDOR) and
Electron Spin Echo (ESE), are used to determine the electronic structure,
mobility and reactions of radicals or radical ions in the solid or liquid phase.
Pulse radiolysis with UV detection systems is used to simulate and study
atmosphere chemistry, nuclear reactor chemistry and combustion reactions.
Parallel theoretical work is focused on: i) Analysis and simulation of ESR,
ENDOR line-shapes and time domain or fourier transformed ESE spectra of
isotropic (liquid), ordered (single crystals) or randomly oriented (powder)
systems, ii) Development of theory to extract information of molecular motion
contained in experimental ESR line-shapes and ESE data of isotropic as well as
anisotropic systems, iii) Determining electronic ground states of molecular
systems (via quantum chemical calculations) to obtain the intramolecular
magnetic interactions which can be deduced from experimental data.

An overview of the development of methods and research activities running
between June 1989 and June 1990 is given below.
1. EXPERIMENTAL RESOURCES

1.1 Pulse Radiolysis. Until now the research has depended on the resources at
the Risö National Laboratory in Denmark. A new laboratory for gas reaction
kinetics in combustion and environmental control is under construction in the
FOA building in cooperation with Risö. STU has urged us to change emphasis
to combustion reactions and supported financial means for equipment and
personnel. Pulse radiolysis will be the main experimental technique and a UV
detection system is under construction. The work is done by K. Johnsson and
K. Fagerström.

1.2. ESE. The ESE spectrometer constructed by J. Westerling a few years ago
with financial support from FRN and the Trygger Foundation, has now been
running for two years. Dr Westerling defended his thesis in January 1990, and
left the group during the spring. The ESE spectrometer has been taken over by
R. Erickson who will continue the development of techniques and applications.
With support from NFR, a transient recorder will be purchased during 90/91.
This will enable direct studies of the free induction decay of the pulsed ESR
signal and a development towards the fourier techniques used in the field of
pulsed NMR.
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1.3. Matrix Isolation Techniques. An equipment for ESR studies of radicals
and radical ions in frozen noble gas matrices was constructed by L. Sjöqvist
during 1988-1990 with support from the Bank of Sweden Tercenary
Foundation. In cooperation with Dr. B. Nelander, the university of Lund, the
matrix isolation technique using optical and IR methods will be used in
connection with combustion and atmospheric chemistry.

1.4. Future Projects. During 1990 we will examine the possibilities to
construct an optically detected (OD-) ESR and ENDOR spectrometer to study
molecular charge-transfer systems (ion-pairs) in solution or in solid state, in
cooperation with scientists from Novosibirsk.

2. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

2.1 Structure, Dynamics and Reactions of Radicals and Radical Jons. Ion
radicals are formed by one-electron loss (cations) or gain (anions, trapped
electrons). Such ions are usually reactive but can be stabilised in solid matrices
at low temperature. A book to be published by Kluwer with the title "Ionic
Molecular Systems" with A. Lund and prof. M. Shiotani, Hiroshima
University, as editors, was sent to print in June 1990.

Structure, dynamics and reactions of cyclic cations of saturated hydrocarbons
in halocarbon matrices have been studied by M. Lindgren and L. Sjöqvist in
collaboration with prof. M. Shiotani, Hiroshima University. The effect on
alkyl substitution on cyclohexane cations has been studied with particular
reference to the Jahn-Teller split HOMO of the unsubstituted ring-structure.
The cation structures were also examined with semi-empirical MO methods.

L. Sjöqvist has cooperated with prof. Shiotani regarding structure and
dynamics of saturated heterocyclic cations containing nitrogen, and cations of
ethylene, propylene, butenes, pentenes and hexenes. Theoretical studies of the
electronic ground state structures were made in collaboration with Dr. S.
Lunell and associates at Uppsala University. Together with a group from
Novosibirsk, with members visiting Linköping during one month, structure
and dynamics of cations of cis and trans decalin were studied.

Matrix effects on cyclohexane cations caused by 19F magnetic matrix nuclei,
have been studied as an application of the ESEM technique (Electron Spin
Echo envelope Modulation) by J. Westerling. The technique is now taken over
by R. Erickson who has started investigating cations of cyclic and heterocyclic
ring systems.

Matrix effects on the dynamics of cations of tetrahydrofuran and
tetrahydrothiophene have been studied by M. Lindgren in collaboration with
Dr A. Rockenbauer who visited the laboratory during the spring 1990 with
support from NFR. Dr Rockenbauer developed computer simulation programs
for studying ESR line-shapes related to molecular dynamics.
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The hydrated electron has been studied with ab initio calculations by a visiting
researcher from Hokkaido University, H. Tachikawa. Structure and excitation
energies of rather large clusters could be calculated using the excellent
computational resources provided by the National Supercomputer Center in
Linköping.

The dynamics and rigid structure of the -OOCCH2- radical in irradiated single
crystals of zink acetate have been studied experimentally by employing a
combination of ESR and ENDOR techniques by H.-S. Lee and M. Lindgren.
The dynamics have been analysed by N. Benetis. Further studies on deuterated
samples will be pursued by R. Erickson and N. Benetis using the ESEM
technique, ENDOR and theoretical dynamical analysis.

2.2. Chemical Reactions in Gases. The project is related to the project
concerning combustion and environmental control together with Risö,
Denmark and the university of Lund. CIO radicals have been studied because
of its role in the degradation of ozone in the atmosphere by K. Johnsson by
means of pulse radiolysis at Risö. The IR characteristics of CIO and complexes
with water were studied employing the rare gas matrix isolation technique in
collaboration with Dr B. Nelander in Lund.

2.3. Radiation Chemistry in Nuclear Industry. Research r»n radiation chemistry
of water at high temperature and pressure has been carried out in cooperation
with the Risö National Laboratory. The work is carried out by H. Christensen.
The emphasis has been put on rate constants and activation energies at high
temperatures for the reactions:

OH- + OH- -> H2O2

eaq->OH-

e,naq

The optical absorption of the OH radical has been determined as a function of
temperature up to 250° C. This is of importance for the understanding of
radiolysis in nuclear reactors. Another project aims at an understanding of the
mechanism of solution of UO2. The latter project is done in cooperation with
the Atomic Energy Commission of Canada.

2.4. Theoretical Spin Dynamics. The ESR line-shape of free radicals can give
an accurate measure of the molecular motion. To extract the dynamical
information a theoretical analysis is needed. We use a non-perturbative
theoretical analysis based on the direct methods within the Liouville
formalism. The time-dependent signal (observables) is directly calculated
without any intermediate determination of the state of the spin system. The
problem is ultimately reduced to the numerical diagonalization/inversion of a

15



large complex matrix. Theory and computer programs for spectrum
simulations to treat general cases involving anisotropy etc are under
development by N. Benetis.

The OOC-CH2 radical produced by irradiation of single crystals of
zinkacetate, was selected as a suitable simple two site spin-exchange system
including large hyperfine anisotropy. The magnetic parameters of the rigid
state was determined with ENDOR and the temperature dependence of the ESR
line-shape was simulated to extract information of the dynamics.

In a graduate work U. Nord analyzed methyl group rotation in free radicals.

The temperature dependence of the ESR line-shape of a variety of saturated
heterocycles with anisotropic hyperfine splittings and g-values are now under
study in cooperation between the experimentalists in the group and Dr N.
Benetis.

L. Sjöqvist has spent one month with prof. J. Maruani, the University of Paris
VI, as a continuation of a cooperation on intramolecular dynamics of cation
radicals, supported by the exchange program between CNRS and NFR. The
intention with the visit is to modify existing (non-exact) theory to allow for a
treatment of anisotropic systems to obtain qualitative results at a short
computational time.

2.5. Radicals in Biophysics. S. Forshult in cooperation with Dr T. Eriksen,
Department of Nuclear Chemistry, KTH, have studied the effect of UV and X-
rays on gluthathione in solution using spin traps under continous irradiation.

Work on radiation damage in carbohydrates has been carried out in
cooperation between M. Lindgren and prof. E. Sagstuen, the University .of
Oslo.

Chemical Physics is also acting as an experimental resource (mainly ESR) for
other scientists at the university. Preliminary results concerning dynamics of
spin-labels positioned in specific sites of an enzyme, carboanhydrase, have been
obtained in a study initiated by Dr U. Carlsson, Dept. of Chemistry. This is an
attempt to disclose more details about the folding mechanisms and an
understanding of enzyme activity.

Dr P. Tengvall has continued to use ESR as a tool for the characterisation of

O2, OH- and related radicals in studies of biocompatibel materials.

Details concerning the latter studies are found in the activity reports of other
groups and departments.
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2.6. Polymers. M. Lindgren has been working at Hokkaido University as a
post-doc, supported by STU. Also H.-S. Lee has been in Hokkaido to study
polymer chemistry. It was focused on synthesis and characterisation of
polymers having a conjugated main chain. Polymers of phenylacetylenes and
substituted derivatives thereof were studied. It was found that, by using
copoymerisation techniques, specific chemical functions could be introduced to
the conjugated polymer systems while retaining high molecular weight and
solubility. Stable radicals and intramolecular charge transfer complexes have
been investigated because of their importance, the latter in the field of
nonlinear optical response of organic materials. Apart from synthesis and
characterisation of the conjugated polymers, also the thermal degradation was
studied, with particular emphasis on radical structures. In addition M.
Lindgren participated in a study of the segmental motion of nitroso-labelled
gels of polymethylacrylate.

M. Lindgren will be in Japan during one year 90/91 to study experimental
techniques used in characterisation of nonlinear optics of organic thin films.
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ELECTRONIC DEVICES

The Electronic devices group does research in two main areas, integrated
circuit design and physics of electronic devices. Both activities have close
connections with graduate and undergraduate teaching. In fact, most of the
research is done by graduate students. Also, most activities include consider-
able cooperation with other groups, inside IFM and outside. It is our general
goal to combine physical science and electrical engineering in the field of
physical electronics and its use in industrial products. About 25 persons are
involved in the research program, of which 16 are graduate students.

In february 1990, Robert Tjärnström defended his doctoral thesis "Simulation
and Timing Verification of CMOS VLSI Systems". The thesis was based on 7
papers on methods and tools for simulation and timing verification. Also in
february 1990, Jiren Yuan and Christer Svensson received the Solid-State
Circuits Council 1988-89 Best Paper Award.

Graduate education

During 1990/91 we have given one course for graduate students, Semicon-
ductor Devices (lOp, 18 students)(Christer Svensson).

1 doctor degree was given during the year. In february 1990, Robert
Tjärnström defended his doctoral thesis "Simulation and Timing Verification
of CMOS VLSI Systems".

Undergraduate education.

We have further given 3 courses in the undergraduate program, for students in
applied physics, electrical engineering and computer science. These are Semi-
conductor physics (Magnus Willander),Semiconductor technology (Magnus
Willander) and VLSI design (Christer Svensson).

Research in Integrated Circuit Design

This research group was headed by professor Christer Svensson. The main
goal in this group is to develop circuit and systems technique for standard
CMOS processes and to develop a deeper understanding of possibilities and
limitations of this technology.

An important activity within this group is to support the group itself, the
education and other groups at LiTH with knowledge, tools and fabrication
channels concerning CMOS integrated circuits. This is performed under the
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project CENIIT ASIC (Anders ödmark and Per Ingelhag). During 1989/90
we have made a major development in this area, by changing from a VAX
VMS to a SUN UNIX environment and introduced a new design program,
Electric.

Some highlights for this year: Jiren Yuan and Christer Svensson received the
Solid-State Circuits Council 1988-89 Best Paper Award. Keping Chen and
Christer Svensson invented a new signal processor architecture, VIP.

Research projects:

High performance CMOS circuitry.
(M Afghani, P Ingelhag, C Svensson and J Yuan.)

We study high speed digital CMOS circuit techniques.

A new circuit technique and clocking principle for high clock frequencies was
developed here 1987. Operation frequencies of 100 - 850 MHz using a
standard 2-3 Jim CMOS process have been experimentally verified. We have
analyzed how this new technique can be used as a standard VLSI clocking
scheme. We have applied it to a numerically controlled oscillator in coopera-
tion with UCLA and to other examples. We are now extending these
approaches to array logic (PLA) and interchip communication.

The strategy for high speed clock distribution and communication within a
chip for large chips have been further investigated. In this context we have also
compared the ultimate speeds of synchronous and asynchronous VLSI systems,
indicating that synchronous systems will outperform asynchronous systems and
eventually reach 1-2 GHz clock frequencies.

Simulation and timing verification/optimization.
(C Svensson and R Tjärnström).

A new switch-level simulator, PASOS, have been developed and analyzed. It
includes relatively accurate timing and estimation of power consumption.

We have developed a prototype hiearchical timing verifier for CMOS VLSI
circuits and developed a number of methods and algorithms to be used in such
a verifier.

Smart image sensors and Video/image processors.
(M Afghahi, K Chen, P Ingelhag, A ödmark and C Svensson).

The smart image sensor project is run in cooperation with Dept. of Electrical
Engineering at LiTH (prof. Per-Erik Danielson). It is supported by CENIIT
(Center for industrial information technology at LiTH). The goal is to develop
a single chip, PASIC, containing an image sensor, A/D-conversion and an
image processor.
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A first version of PASIC has been defined and several parts have been
designed, fabricated and tested. The PASIC concept has also been analyzed
from the application point of view.

In connection with PASIC we have developed an new principle for A/D-con-
version, specially for array sensors. We have further developed a new
algorithm for efficient calculation of image moments (without the need for
multiplications).

The general concept of smart image sensors has been analyzed, and different
approaches compared.

As a result of the work on PASIC a new type of very powerful signal proces-
sor for Video/Image processing, VIP, has been developed. This is an SIMD
machine with 512 processors and memory on the same chip, aimed for
processing whole video lines in parallell. We have applied for patent for some
of the concepts used.

Neural and analog/digital circuit technique for VLSI.
(K Chen, C Jansson, P Röjder, C Svensson and J Yuan)

We have investigated some new structures for A/D-conversion, including a
general converter making analog vector quantization. We have also analyzed
the role of the comparator in fast A/D-converters. We have started to inves-
tigate new analog/digital techniques inspired by the increased international
interest for neural networks. We have thus developed an analog cosine trans-
form circuit.

We have developed a smart interface circuit for sensor arrays, mainly aimed
for robot tactile sensors.

Research in Physics of Electronic Devices

This group is headed by professor Magnus Willander. The main goal in this
group is to develop new electronic devices based on new semiconducting
materials.

Some highlighs for this year: Our new device physics laboratory was taken
into use during the fall 1989. We have successfully fabricated single crystal
SiC films on silicon.

Silicon based MBE-grown devices.
(M Karlsteen, H Li, Q Chen, G-D Shen, D-X Xu, M Willander).

We have fabricated resonant tunneling diodes in Si/SiGe/Si in cooperation with
Daimler-Bentz. The electrical characteristics have been measured and ana-
lyzed.
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High electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) with 0.2 urn gate length have been
successfully fabricated in SiGe, in cooperation with Southamton university.
The mobility of thin SiGe layers has been measured in cooperation with
Vilnius university.

MESFETs with a 5-doped channel has been fabricated and tested. We have
done theoretical calculations on the 5-doped channel in these devices. The
mobility have been measured in the channel.

(Q Ul-Wahab, M Willander and J E Sundgren).

Crystalline b-SiC has been made by magnetron sputtering. Characterization by
CV-measurements has started.

InP/InGaAs devices.
(A Ouacha and M Willander).

An InP/InGaAs heterojunction bipolar transistor is under fabrication.The
material fabrication is supported by T Tanbun-Ek, AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Polymer devices.
(A Assadi, O Inganäs, C Svensson and M Willander).

Field effect structures with polythiophene as semiconductor material have been
used for fundamental material characterization. The main device used is an
MOS transistor with polyalkylthiophene as semiconductor. We have thus
measured field effect mobility and its dependence on ammonia gas. We have
further studied hall mobility and magnetoresistance in different kinds of
samples.

Collaborators

University of California, Los Angeles, USA, H Samueli.
Vilnius University, USSR, V Grivitskas, M Petrauskas.
Daimler-Bentz, Fed. Rep. Germany, Kasper.
AT&T. N.J., USA, T Tanbun-Ek
IBM, USA, Storck:
FOA3, Linköping, Dahlgren, Rudner.
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MATERIALS SCIENCE

The research activities in materials science cover a broad spectrum from
basic research (which dominates) to projects of an applied character in direct
connection with industry. The activities can be schematically divided into the
following partly overlapping areas:

studies of bulk and surface bandstructure, geometrical surface structure
and adsorption phenomena on clean surfaces from single crystals
(semiconductors, metals, alloys) as well as from interfaces and
polycrystalline materials, with photoemission (including synchros on
radiation), inverse photoemission, STM, and related techniques.

studies of electronic properties of defects in semiconductors, including
both bulk, surface and interface problems, with several techniques
including laser spectroscopy and magnetic resonance.

studies of the electronic properties of semiconductor quantum structures,
such as heterostructures, quantum wells and superlattices, with various
spectroscopic techniques. The effect of doping on such structures is
particularly investigated.

preparation and characterization of epitaxial films of semiconductors
with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), organometallic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) and liquid phase epitaxy (LPE).

preparation and characterization of thin films grown by sputtering and
evaporation techniques, mainly related to microelectronic applications,
such as diffusion barriers, metallization for silicon VLSI, and ceramic
superconductors.

electron microscopy (SEM, TEM, SAM etc.) for a broad range of
applications in characterization of materials and surface properties.

Photoionization cross sections (s) and photoelectron angular distribution
parameters (S) across the (ns', nd') autoionization resonances for Ar, Kr, and
Xe have been measured with photon resolution widths as low as 0.023 Å by
means of synchrotron-based photoelectron spectroscopy at the University of
Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center. The experimental results are
compared with those obtained by other experimental techniques and theoretical
results. The enhanced resolution allows a redetermination of the width of the
ns1 resonances.
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The interaction between chlorine and single-domain Sid00)2x1 surfaces
has been examined by synchrotron radiation at Daresbury. Chlorine adsorption
on the clean Si(100) surface results in a full monolayer coverage of Cl with the
original 2x1 surface periodicity still remaining. By using angle-resolved
photoemission (ARUPS) in combination with a strongly polarized light source
both the two-dimensional surface band structure and the symmetry properties
of the surface can be determined. Strong features were observed in the
photoemission spectra which were identified as due to the Si(pz) - Cl(pz)
bonding orbitals and to the K bonding combinations of the Cl (px - Py) orbitals.
The symmetry properties of the two-dimensional chlorine induced bands were
found to be consistent with a symmetric dimer model of the atomic structure.
In this model the outermost silicon atoms form symmetric dimers with one
adsorbed chlorine atom per silicon. The studies of the Si(100)/Cl system were
done in collaboration with P. Wincott and G. Thornton from the University of
Manchester.

The electronic structure of the Ge( 100)2x1 surface has been investigated
in great detail. ARUPS results obtained with synchrotron radiation at
HASYLAB, Hamburg, have been compared to a calculated surface band
structure of the asymmetric dimer model. This study, which has been done in
collaboration with a theoretical group at the University of Miinster (P. Kriiger
and J. Pollmann), has resulted in a very detailed picture of the electronic
structure of Ge( 100)2x1. Both the calculation and the experiments were per-
formed in a special, non-symmetry, direction of the 2x1 surface Brillouin zone
which made it possible to avoid ambiguities due to the two 2x1-domains that
are always present on a well-oriented (100) surface. Besides the surface band
derived from the dangling-bond electrons two surface bands due to back-bonds
could also be identified in the photoemission spectra.

Metal adsorption on the complex 7x7 reconstruction of the Sid 11)
surface leads in several cases to a much simpler reconstruction. The group-Ill
atoms (Al, Ga and In; all give a V3xV3 reconstruction at a coverage of 1/3 of a
monolayer. Both valence band and core-level data have been obtained at the
MAXLAB synchrotron radiation facility in Lund. The Si 2p core-level shows a
single chemical shift of 0.3 eV toward lower binding energies due to the
adsorbed In atoms. This result is consistent with the simple adatom model of
the V3xV3 reconstructions.

The effect of hydrogen exposure on the atomic structure of the In
adsorbed Sid 11) surface has also been studied. The observed changes in the Si
2p and In 4d core-levels and in the Si valence band spectra clearly show that
the hydrogen atoms break the In-Si bonds. The In atoms form islands on the
surface with a metallic character as evidenced from the metallic lineshape of
the In 4d core-level. The In induced surface state peak in the valence band
spectra is replaced by a peak corresponding to Si-H bonds on the surface. The
rearrangement of the surface atoms is also evident from LEED studies which
show a transition from the V3xV3 pattern to a 1x1 pattern when the surface is



exposed to hydrogen. The experimental band structure of the Si-H states is in
very good agreement with the calculated bands for a lxl :H surface where the
H atoms sit on top of the outermost Si atoms. The result of the hydrogen
exposure of the V3xV3:In surface seems thus to be a simple lxl hydrogen
terminated surface on the major part of the sample with a minor part covered
with In islands.

Studies of the electronic properties and surface structure of carbides and
nitrides of transition metals have continued during this year. An experimental
k-resolved inverse photoemission study of the unoccupied part of the band
structure of TiC(lOO) has been reported and compared to the bulk band
structure calculated using the Linearized Augmented Plane Wave method.
Theoretical inverse photoemission spectra were calculated and compared with
the experimental results for both TiC(lOO) and TiN(lOO). The calculated
spectra were found to reproduce the experimental results quite well and the
applicability of the utilized computational code to these binary compounds was
demonstrated.

High resolution core level studies of HfN(lOO) and of poly crystalline
HfC were performed for the purpose of revealing surface core level shifts, if
any. One reason for looking at surface core level shifts in these compounds is
that there is an ionic component to the bonding and the change in Madelung
potential at the surface might then be expected to contribute to the core level
shift. A calculation for TiC(lOO) had however predicted only very small shifts
in the Ti core levels and practically no shift in the C Is level. Surface shifted
Hf 4f levels were identified for both compounds, at a smaller binding energy
than the bulk 4f levels in HfN and at a larger binding energy in HfC. Surface
core level shifts of -0.65 eV and +0.41 eV in HfN(lOO) and HfC were
extracted. For HfC the shift is very similar to the previously published surface
core level shift of +0.42 eV in polycrystalline Hf metal, which agreed with
theoretical calculations. For HfN however the results cannot be explained in
terms of d-band narrowing effects, or by a simple electrostatic picture.

Structure studies of nitride and carbide surfaces using LEED I-V
analysis have been carried out in a collaborative effort with J. Rundgren at
KTH and a group in Grenoble. The structure of substoichiometric
VNo.89(100), which show a simple lxl (100) diffraction pattern, was
investigated first. The best structural model was found to be one having no
nitrogen vacancies in the surface region and a reconstructed surface layer. The
first layer was found to be rippled with the N atoms displaced 0.17 A above
the subplane of V atoms. The spacing between this subplane and the second
layer was found to be 1.92 Å and the spacing between the second and third
layer to be 2.08 Å. In relation to the (100) spacing of the bulk, 2.06 Å, these
spacings indicate 6.8% contraction and 1% expansion.

LEED I-V experiments on the the more complicated polar VC(l l l )
surface were recently carried out. A clean surface showing a 1x1 diffraction
pattern can be prepared by annealings at a suitable temperature and the data
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collected on this surface is presently being analysed. A clean surface exhibiting
an 8x1, three domain, reconstructed pattern can also be prepared, by higher
temperature anneals, and LEED I-V data were collected on this surface as
well. The latter surface represents a real challenge since it is questionable if it
is possible to treat theoretically using presently available computational codes.

Electronic structure studies of transition metal silicides have been
conducted for the purpose of elucidating their bonding properties.
Experimental investigations of the bulk band structure and of core levels have
been made on M03S1 and Cr3Si crystals. So far only the high resolution core
level results on M03SKIOO) and (110) have been analysed. Surface shifted Si
2p components were observed on both the (100) and (110) crystal faces and
were unambiguously identified in oxygen and hydrogen adsorption
experiments. For the (110) surface one shifted component was identified
having a surface shift of -1.02 eV. For the (100) surface two shifted
components were found to be needed in order to model the experimental
spectrum, the stronger component having a shift of -0.68 eV and the weaker,
with an intensity of about 15% of the stronger component, a shift of -1.03 eV.
No surface shifted components could be identified in the Mo 4p spectrum.
Estimates of the partial shift due to the loss of coordination at the surfa<~„ show
that the surface shift is expected to be negative and to be 50% larger n the
(110) surface compared to the (100) surface. This is actually what is obs ved
for the major shifted components but the magnitude of the estimated sh* is
much smaller than the experimentally observed value. Oxygen adsorpt» »n
experiments indicate a rapid oxidation of Si, as revealed by the appearance of a
chemically shifted Si 2p component. No chemically shifted Mo 4p levels could
be observed even after the largest exposures investigated. In the Si 2p spectrum
pronounced photoelectron diffraction effects were observed both as a function
of photoelectron kinetic energy and electron emission angle. These diffraction
effects have for other systems been shown to have great potential to supply
valuable structural information when combined with theoretical calculations.
That is something we would like to explore in future investigations.

The construction of an ultrahigh-vacuum Scanning Tunneling
Microscope (STM), started Januari 1989 and has continued during the year.
The first stage, involving the construction of the microscope, control
electronics and a data-acquisition system (including software), has now been
completed. The system is currently being tested in air, and the construction of
the vacuum chambers has been started. When operational the instrument,
primarily intended for studies of semiconductor surfaces and nucleation and
growth on semiconductors, will be an important addition to the range of
presently used techniques such as photoemission, electron diffraction, and
electron microscopy.

Heterogeneous catalytic reactions are studied using MOS-structures and
surface analytical tools like UPS, XPS, EELS, Kelvin probes and mass
spectrometry. This project, which is run in collaboration with "Applied
Physics", is an interesting example of how semiconductor device physics can be
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used to obtain information in other areas of physics. The possibility to
independently monitor hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface of a catalytic
metal during a chemical reaction enables us to draw general conclusions about
the dehydrogenation of hydrogen-containing molecules on e.g. Pd-surfaces.
We have also made several interesting observations on the difference in the
behaviour of NH3 and H2 on Pd-surfaces, with direct relevance for the
understanding of the physics of the ammonia sensor described in the Applied
Physics section. It is thus concluded that NH3 is not dissociated on a Pd-surface
in such a way that hydrogen atoms are adsorbed at the Pd-SiO2 interface.

It has also been shown that the MOS structure can be used as a very
sensitive probe for nitric oxide dissociation, or to any other oxygen producing
reaction, due to its oxygen sensitivity in atmospheres containing small amounts
of hydrogen. A recent study of NO reduction in H2 atmospheres has shown
that around 200°C and above the initial dissociation of NO is very efficient as
long as hydrogen can scavenge the surface on the oxygen produced.
Measurements with the MOS device, furthermore, indicates that the water
forming reaction involving oxygen from dissociated NO is slower than the
corresponding reaction involving oxygen from dissociating 02.

A study of catalytic effects on Pd-MOS structures with varying Pd-gate
thicknesses has been initiated. This is particularly interesting since the MOS
structure can be thought of as a model catalyst, with small metal islands on a
typical catalyst support material with planar geometry. The water forming
reaction on Pd-metal film thicknesses ranging from 5-100 Å has been studied
as a model reaction. Of particular interest is to note that oxygen exposures
induce structural changes in the films. Initially e.g. the 100 Å film looks like a
continuous film with a lot of cracks, but after oxygen-hydrogen treatment it
has obtained a more droplike appearance, and the effective catalytic area has
decreased. TEM studies, in collaboration with the "Thin film group" in
Materials Science and AFM (atomic force microscopy) studies in collaboration
with the AFM group (R. Erlandsson) in Applied Physics is an important part
of this work.

Since the MOS-structures can be used both under UHV and atmospheric
conditions, we have constructed a "high pressure" reaction cell which can be
used for measurements at atmospheric pressures and below, together with
techniques such as masspectrometry and Kelvin probe measurements.

The reaction cell allows, for instance, detailed studies to be made of mass j
transport phenomena and absolute reaction rates by measuring gas \
concentration gradients outside the catalytic surface. Recently, also a pilot s
study on photoninduced water splitting on planar surfaces has been initiated. A '
Pd surface coated with a thin layer (=10 Å) of TiO2 has so far shown the most
promising results.

In the study of electronic and geometrical structure of defects in
semiconductors the project on optical detection of magnetic resonance
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(ODMR) with photoluminescence (PL) detection has been very active. The
studies of hydrogen-related defects in silicon has continued. One of the
dominating radiation induced defects in hydrogenated boron-doped single
crystalline silicon has been identified as a di-hydrogen-vacancy complex of
C2v symmetry, where two H atoms passivate two of the four dangling bonds in
a monovacancy. This is evident from the hyperfine structure of the two H
atoms and the Si ligand atoms, revealed in ODMR experiments, and also from
the isotope effect when the H atoms have been replaced by the D atoms. A
spin-triplet has been shown to be the lowest electronic excited state of the
defect, which exhibits a strong recombination channel for the free carriers.
This work was performed in collaboration with IBM, Yorktown Heights, USA

The lattice vacancy and its related complexes belong to an important
class of defects in semiconductors. Such defects in silicon are generally known
to be non-radiative, not accessible by most conventional optical spectroscopies.
We have, however, demonstrated during the year the general possibility of
characterizing such non-radiative defects by optical means, namely by ODMR,
where sensitive optical detectors can be employed. This is shown to be realized
by the role of these defects as a strong competing shunt path for the capture
and recombination of free carriers, as opposed to the radiative recombination
channels detected in PL. An example of these defects, the prominent oxygen-
vacancy complex (i.e. the A center) in crucible-grown silicon after room
temperature particle irradiation, has been studied in detail. The important role
of the vacancy-related defects as strong recombination channels and thus
lifetime controllers for the free carriers in the material has been demonstrated
directly.

A sulphur-related defect in silicon has been studied in detail by a delayed
ODMR (D-ODMR) technique. This technique recently developed in our
laboratory eliminates the hot-carrier induced background signal in the ODMR
spectrum and makes the defect-related magnetic resonance observable. It is
then possible to obtain interesting properties of the defect. Two deep PL
emissions ( S A and SB) are identified to arise from electronic transition from a
spin-triplet excited state to a diamagnetic ground state of a bound exciton
localized at the defect. They correspond to two metastable configurations of
the same defect, both with a monoclinic symmetry but different geometrical
distortion. This work was performed in collaboration with Kings College,
London and Simon Frazer University, Burnaby, Canada.

A time-resolved zero-field ODMR has been applied to study detailed
dynamical properties of bound exciton recombination for the complex defect
(Cu-Li)v in GaP. Fine structure and the symmetry of the defect can be
determined in this case even without an external magnetic field. Individual
population and decay rates for the magnetic sublevels of the bound exciton
triplet can be obtained from time-resolved microwave-induced delayed
phosphorescence experiments. A large difference in the total and radiative
decay rates of the spin levels has been found. This work was done within a
SCIENCE Twinning project with Huygens Laboratory, Leiden.
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Magneto-optical spectra from semiconducting materials have been
investigated and analysed in detail. Magnetic-field-induced variations in PL
intensity have been attributed to two main mechanisms. First, in a case of
surface excitation (when the depth of penetration of the excitation light into the
crystal is much shorter than the diffusion length of the photo-generated free
carriers), the responsible mechanism is mainly a strong enhancement of
surface recombination for the photo-excited free carriers due to their
magnetic-field induced confinement near the surface. This is particularly true
for silicon. Second, in a case of bulk excitation, remarkable variations in PL
intensity with varying magnetic field are shown to be mainly contributed by
the magnetically induced level-anticrossing between the interacting sublevels.
A number of such magneto-optical spectra from bound exciton triplets of
isoelectronic complexes in GaP have been observed and analysed.

Cyclotron resonance and spin resonance for the two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) confined at GaAs/AlGaAs heterointerface and quantum
wells have been continued. Hot carrier effects on the 2DEG electronic
transitions are observed to be significant.

An electron-nuclear-double-resonance (ENDOR) attachment to the
ODMR setup has been installed during the year. A more detailed microscopic
identification and electronic structure of defects in semiconductors by optical
detection of ENDOR is in progress.

Optical spectra related to deep defects in silicon have been studied with
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrocopv. A new model has been put
forward with which it is possible to explain the optical spectra of a large class
of defects in silicon. The spectral lines are interpreted as reflecting transitions
from a deep non-degenerate electronic ground state of a defect to the
electronic states of a pseudo-donor. These pseudo-donor states are derived
from effective-mass-like single-particle hydrogen-like donor electron states.
The electron in the excited states can be visualized as being bound in the
Coulomb potential of a hole tightly bound to the defect. An electron-attractive
central-cell potential is found to increase the binding energy of the ground
state of the pseudo-donor state for all defects studied so far. The size of this
central-cell shift of the binding energy is strongly dependent on the defect. The
model has been illustrated by a spectrum with a lowest no-phonon line at 615.0
meV in electron-irradiated silicon. The complex defect corresponding to the |
spectrum has been shown to involve one carbon atom. This spectrum has also •
been studied in absorption with application of uniaxial stress, and the results å
show that the defect has a low symmetry (monoclinic). *

i

1
A study of the coupling at the 615.0 meV line with phonons has also -

been done. This defect has also been found to be metastable. which means that
the defect can have two or more geometrical configurations in the crystal. The
transformation between the stable and a metastable state is suggested to occur
via an Auger recombination process at the defect. I
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Optical studies of silicon doped with tin has been continued. Two no-
phonon lines that couple to quasi-localized modes are observed after electron-
irradiation. The energy of these modes is similar for the two lines.

Studies of the divacancy in silicon have been continued in cooperation
with KTH (B Svensson). Studies by deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)
of silicon irradiated with ions of varying mass show that a peak in DLTS
related to an energy level of the divacancy at 0.23 eV below the conduction
band decreases in intensity when the divacancy is expected to be affected by the
presence of other defects. The effect of application of uniaxial stress to
electron-irradiated crystals containing divacancies during DLTS measurements
is currently being studied.

Oxygen precipitation in electron-irradiated silicon has been studied
under different conditions of annealing, and monitored via the ir spectrum of
the VO and VO2 defects. An increased precipitation rate with irradiation dose
is generally observed. The optical data are complemented by TEM studies of
the structure of the precipitates.

The study of process-induced defects in silicon has continued during the
year, in cooperation with SUNY, Albany, USA (Prof. J. Corbett). Defects
introduced in boron-doped silicon by carbon and/or oxygen ion implantation
and subsequent annealings have been characterized with photoluminescence.
The study of the effect of mercury implantation and mercury implantation
followed by an hydrogen passivation is also in progress, involving
photoluminescence and DLTS studies.

The effects of plasma etching and post-annealing on silicon have
continued during the year involving photoluminescence and DLTS studies.
Especially the effect of various parameters such as the treatment conditions
(e.g. etch time, pressure, plasma) and the properties of the starting material
(e.g. doping, growth) were examined.

We have also set up an experiment to measure photoluminescence
transients in silicon with a time constant in the range of a few microseconds to
milliseconds, using a YAG laser for excitation.

Non-equilibrium carrier interactions in the presence of microwaves as
well as magnetic fields have been studied for differently doped samples in both
GaAs and silicon. The PL intensity of near bandgap emission in GaAs is found
to be influenced by both hot carriers and lattice heating under these
experimental conditions. The energy transfer from hot carriers to the lattice is
found to be strongly magnetic field dependence, due to the corresponding
influence of the hot carrier dynamics from the magnetic field. Evidence for
hot carrier streaming motion is found from the microwave modulation induced
changes in the PL spectra. The influence of surface recombination and surface
scattering for hot carriers is also investigated in epitaxial GaAs. Corresponding
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measurements in float zone (FZ) silicon display directly the cyclotron
resonance (ODCR) peaks from hot carriers (both electrons and holes) and
therefore allow quite detailed studies of hot carrier dynamics.

The electronic structure of excitons and defects in GaAs/AlGaAs
quantum wells (QW's) has been studied by spectroscopic methods such as
photoluminescence (PL), excitation spectroscopy and resonant Raman
scattering (RRS) in cooperation with the Center for Quantized Electronic
Structures (QUEST) in Santa Barbara, USA (Prof. J.L. Merz, Prof. A.C.
Gossard, Prof. P. Petroff). The impurities have been investigated via the
bound excitons (BEs). However, due to the interaction between the exciton and
the neutral impurity which binds the exciton, there is a small probability that
the impurity is left in an excited state instead of the ground state after the
recombination, which in turn gives rise to a satellite state downshifted from the
BE with the energy needed to excite the impurity. The same satellite states
have also been observed in RRS and yield very accurate information about the
impurity excited states transition energies. A systematic study of the
dependence of acceptor transition energies on the QW width and the impurity
position in the QW has been performed.

Also the decay kinetics and integrated PL intensities of the free exciton
(FE) and the BE have been studied in doped GaAs/AlGaAs QW's in the
temperature range 2 to 100 K. The decay time of the acceptor BE is found to
decrease with decreasing QW width, with typical values between 300 and 600
ps for QW widths between 50 and 150 Å. The corresponding value in bulk (3-
dimensional (3D)) GaAs is about 1.0 ns. The observed decrease is surprising,
since it contradicts theoretical predictions. The observed decay time of the FE
is reduced in doped QW's as compared to the values in intentionally undoped
samples.

A recombination mechanism very similar to the above described two-
hole transitions (THT's) in doped QW's has been observed in undoped QW's.
Novel satellite states, interpreted as intrinsic THT's. have been observed in
selective PL (SPL) and RRS upon excitation resonant with the FE. A second
hole, interacting with the FE, is left in an excited state instead of its ground
state. The energy separations between the FE and the resulting satellite states
thus provide important information about the inter-subband transition
energies. A prerequisite for the intrinsic THT's to occur is the localization of
the FE and the second hole. The interface roughness gives rise to localization
effects, which can be sufficiently strong to trap the FE and the hole. The
appearance of the intrinsic THT's can thus be used to probe the interface
roughness. This work is partly done in collaboration with Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, USA.

The FE is normally the only recombination process observed in PL
spectra of QW's, since a fairly high "critical" doping level is required to give
rise to any recombination of extrinsic origin, in contrast to 3D
semiconductors. However, we have observed the free-to-bound (FB) transition
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in PL spectra also for QW's with a doping level below the "critical" limit, if
the excitation is close to any of the FE states, and a striking enhancement of the
FB upon excitation resonant with the FE states. This fact is somewhat
surprising, in particular, in comparison with 3D semiconductors and implies a
novel recombination mechanism. An excitonir Auger recombination, in which
the FE hole is captured at an ionized acceptor and the FE electron is excited
into the continuum, has been proposed to explain the experimental results.

The radiative recombination processes involving the 2-dimensional (2D)
carriers at the interface of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure have been
investigated by PL and PL excitation (PLE) experiments. Two emission bands
involving the 2D electrons from the interface notch potential have been
observed in PL. These bands exhibit a peculiar behavior in optical spectra,
which has been explained in terms of variations in the band bending in the
active GaAs layer. The observed decay time of these broad emissions is
strongly dependent on the recombination energy, with an increasing decay time
towards lower energies. This is explained as due to an increased spatial
separation between the recombining electron and hole, caused by the bending
of the potential close to the interface. The proposed band bending model has
been simulated by PL measurements perturbed by an external electric Held.
Furthermore, important information about the electronic structure of the 2D
electrons is derived from PLE measurements, in which the excited state of the
2D electrons have been observed at lowest temperature for the first time.

Studies of electronic states in quantum structures by CV and DLTS
techniques have also been initiated during the year.

A program on studies of recocombination dynamics in doped quantum
structures has been initiated in cooperation with Max Planck Institut fiir
Festkörperforschung in Stuttgart, Fraunhofer Institut fiir Angewandte
Festkörperphysik, Freiburg and QUEST in Santa Barbara. The optical spectra
of n-type silicon doped quantum wells (QW's) have been studied over a large
range of doping (10^ - 5 • 10*2 cm-2). it j s found that the screening of
excitons is weak, and the transition to the metallic phase occurs at about
1.0 • 10*2 cm-3. The lifetime of the free excitons (FE) is very short for
doping levels just below this limit, due to fast capture of the FE to donors.
Above this limit a Fermi edge is observed in both PL and PLE spectra, and
"Mahan excitons" are also present under certain conditions..

Acceptor-doped quantum wells with doping in the range 10^0 cm"2 have
been studied with streak-camera PL measurements in order to investigate the
interaction between free and bound excitons (BE's). Capture to BE's is
generally found to be fast, and strongly interacting with localized potentials
associated with interface fluctuations, particularly for narrow wells, where the
localized excitons may completely disguise the BE's in PL spectra.

A strong variation of optical properties of donor doped QW's with
excitation conditions has been observed in samples where the QW is placed
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rather close to the outer surface (<500 Å). Excitation with photon energies
above the AlGaAs barrier bandgap at low temperatures results in a strong
carrier transfer from surface states to the QW, and in drastic changes in the
optical spectra, due to changes in the QW potential and the position of the
Fermi level.

An experimental and theoretical study of the e.'.ect of a parallel electric
field on the excitonic photoluminescence (PL) from AlGaAs/GaAs quantum
wells (QW's) have been studied for the first.time A number of MBE grown
AlGaAs/GaAs QW samples with well widths from 50 to 200 Å which are
either undoped or n-type (Si) doped were studied. Sharp thresholds in the
quenching of luminescence from the free excitons (FE's) at fields as low as 5
V/cm for n-type samples have been observed. The actual threshold is critically
dependent on the well width and doping of the sample. The mechanism
responsible for the observed effects was shown to be due to impact ionization
of the excitons by the free carriers heated in tse electric field. Assuming quasi-
equilibrium, the excitonic impact ionization occurs when the free carrier
temperature approaches the exciton dissociation energy. The computed carrier
temperature dependence on applied power and measured mobility have been
used to predict the exciton luminescence dependence on electric field.

A number of quantum well wires (OWW's) have been studied in
collaboration with the QUEST Center in Santa Barbara. The optical properties
of quantum wires grown on vicinal substrates as well as wires fabricated by
focussed ion beam (FIB) technology have been investigated.

A new type of AlGaAs/GaAs OWWs have been fabricated at QUEST by
migration enhance epitaxi (MEE) which takes advantage of the tilt instability
that plagues tilted superlattices (TSL's). This so called, serpentine superlattice
(SSL), have shown strong polarization dependence in PL emission which
proves that excitons are confined to one dimension. The width of the wire in
the confined directions is in the order of 40 Å times 200 Å. TSL's have been
fabricated in the AlSb/GaSb system and show a much better segregation than
the AlGaAs system, which made it possible to observe PL from TSL's for the
first time.

QWWs fabricated by FIB have been studied by cathodoluminescence
(CL) as well as with PL and PL excitation (PLE) and enhanced optical
efficiency was observed due to one dimensional confinement of carriers.

In the MOCVD project we have been able to grow good quality GaAs
and AlGaAs layers, including double hetero (DH) structures and quantum
wells. In cooperation with ABB Corporate Research we have fabricated DH-
structures with thick (8-10 ^m) active GaAs layers. The structures are
intended for development of high power devices. They have also been used for
investigating GaAs/AlGaAs interface properties. Preliminary tests with laser-
assisted growth have also been performed.
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We have started a cooperation with the Micromechanics group at
Uppsala university. We fabricate GaAs/AlGaAs structures with the LPE and
MOCVD technique and in Uppsala, using these structures, micromechanic
element and sensors are made by etching.

We have also started a cooperation with ABB and the Japanese company
Takaoka Electric concerning high temperature and high injection properties of
DH-structures.

In the Si-MBE project Si and Sil-xGex films are grown by molecular
beam epitaxy in an ultra-high vacuum chamber equipped with RHEED, LEED,
AES and XPS. Doping of the films is achieved by co-deposition with doping
atoms or accelerated doping ions. Studies of the strong surface accumulation
and diffusion of dopants, i.e. antimony and aluminum, when deposited by
thermal evaporation have been reported. The doping profiles of modulation
doped structures have been studied with SIMS in co-operation with Prof. J.
Greene and co-workers at Coordinated Science Laboratory, University of
Illinois, Urbana, USA. A new SIMS system has been purchased and installed at
our department during the year and SIMS-studies of MBE-grown layers have
been started.

To circumvent the problem of dopant surface accumulation, ion beam
sources for low-energy (50-500 eV) ion beam doping with In, Al and Sb ions
have been used for growth of well-controlled doping profiles. The dependence
of Sb incorporation on ion energy and growth rate has been investigated in
detail and comparison with calculations for a new model for the kinetics of
low-energy ion incorporation in terms of trapping of implanted ions in various
near-surface sites has been reported. With low energy ion beam doping it has
been possible to make material with bulk-like mobilities up to lO1^ cm~3» at
the same time as the doping profile can be varied almost arbitrarily. Of
particular interest are d-doped layers for which a very high density of dopant
atoms are localized within a few atomic layers. This leads to quantization in the
two-dimensional electron gas as has been evidenced in iow temperature
tunneling experiments on Sb d-doped structures. The results have been
analysed using calculations made by the group in Theoretical Physics.

Multilayer structures with n- and p-doping have been grown for studies
of the electronic properties of very abrupt pn-junctions in diodes and
transistors. Results from these studies and from photoluminescence (PL)
experiments indicate that layers grown with the original holder for small '
substrates contain a large number of defects. The MBE system has been rebuilt |
during the year to encompass a new substrate handling system for 3" wafers. i
Initial PL characterization shows that there has been a major improvement I
concerning the number of defects. The work on applications of Si-MBE is a
project in co-operation with the Laboratory of Electronic Devices and it has
also been supported by ABB Research and Innovation. i
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Basic studies of heterostructures like Si/Si l-xGex and Si/a-Si:H and
growth of device structures using heterojunctions have continued during the
year. Superlattices of Si/Sil-xGex have been grown for studies of e.g. the
optical properties. To achieve a very accurate control over the layer
thicknesses in such superlattices a set-up for using RHEED intensity oscillations
to monitor the growth of individual atomic layers has been developed.
Theoretical studies of temperature effects in resonant tunneling in
heterostructures has been performed and these will be compassed to
experiment results on MBE-grown structures.

The project on growth of transition metal nitrides has during the year
been focused on understanding the growth of metastable Til -xA1XN nitrides.
The work has been performed in cooperation with Prof. J.E. Greene at
University of Illinois, USA. Both polycrystalline and epitaxial single crystals
have been studied. The results show that metastable single phase polycrystalline
films with an Al-to-Ti ratio of up to 0.6 can be grown at a substrate
temperature of 500°C. In order to obtain higher Al concentrations lower
growth temperatures are needed, however, the lower growth temperatures also
increases the defect concentration within each grain. In the case of single
crystalline samples both the generation of defects by the lattice mismatch to the
MgO substrate and the phase decomposition at high growth temperatures have
been studied. In the latter case it is shown that a surface initiated spinoidal
decomposition occurs prior to the complete phase separation into TiN and
A1N. This decomposition results in compositional modulated platelets with the
Bl-NaCl structure and widths of =1 nm.

The project on superlattice structures has during the year continued with
the efforts of studying interface sharpnesses and defect structures of (100)
oriented Mo/V single crystal superlattices. The films are grown by dual target
magnetron sputtering using different process conditions. Both x-ray diffraction
and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) has proven
that superlattices with an interface width of ±0.15 nm can be grown up to
individual layer thickness of 2.4 nm. For larger layer thicknesses the misfit
strain causes the 2-dimensional growth to break down in turn resulting in a
higher interface broadening. The HRTEM analyses has been performed in
cooperation with Dr. R.L. Wallenberg at the national centre for HRTEM in
Lund. In a cooperation with Uppsala University (Prof Erik Karlsson and
coworkers) the hydrogen up-take in the Mo/V superlattices has also been
studied. The hydrogen content, as measured by a nuclear resonance technique
was found to be a strong function of the layer thickness and for small layer
thicknesses no hydrogen was adsorbed in the V layers. The results have been
interpreted by a model involving a charge transfer from the Mo layers to the
V layers in turn changing the solution enthalpy for V.

In the project ion-surface interactions during film growth the emphasis
have been to finalize the studies on primary ion beam deposition of In on
S13N4 substrates and a quantitative model for ion enhanced surface mobility
has been developed. The obtained experimental results have been explained
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based upon duster dissociation, sputtering and a directional momentum
transfer to atoms on the edges of 3-dimensional islands. Collisional inter-
mixing effects have also been initiated by studying interface widths of Mo/V
superlattices grown under ion bombardment. In order to realize these
experiments the magnetron sources was modified and so called un-balanced
sources were developed. These sources have been characterized by extensive
Langmuir probe measurements and they were found to be capable of
producing ion-to-neutral flux ratios of more than 2 at energies as low as 25 eV
and at growth rates of »lmm hour*.

Two new projects, dealing with thin film physics, have been initiated
during this year, namely "Growth of cubic SiC films on Si substrates" and
"Mechanical properties of thin films on micro elements". The first project is
aimed at studying growth of 6-SiC films by reactive UHV magnetron
sputtering. The project will also try to combine SiC films with Si films grown
by MBE in order to realize new type of heterostructures. The initial results are
promising and highly oriented SiC films have been grown on Si(100)
substrates. The structural and electrical characterization of these films are
currently in progress. Also MOS structures showing ideal C-V characteristics
have been fabricated based on SiC. In the other new project, performed in
cooperation with prof. J-Å Schweitz at Uppsala University the stresses in
primarily Ti films deposited on Si have been studied. The films have been
grown by sputtering on Si microelement substrates and the intrinsic stress,
fracture properties as well as the microstructure of the films have been
investigated. Different growth conditions have been utilizeed to obtain films
with both tensile and compressive stresses.

High T£ superconducting thin films. The enthusiasm over the possibly
use of the new ceramic superconductors in form of thin films is still very high.
Several new promising applications are in a developing stage, including a
range of different detectors, microelectronic interconnections, shields, etc. For
most applications the development of thin films with high critical currents is
essential together with the development of applicable thin film processes. In
this project we are developing a detailed understanding of the sputtering
process of these alloy materials aiming at an increase in film reproducibility
and a reduction of the process temperature. The project is run in co-operation
with the Microwave Department at FOA3.

Thin film metallurgy for microelectronics. This project started in 1985.
The main emphasis has been on reactions between metals and amorphous Si.
The continuation of this project will be in two directions. (1) Basic studies of
reactions between metals and amorphous Si. Thermodynamics and kinetics
involved in metal-induced crystallization of amorphous Si, and formation of
amorphous alloys and silicides will be studied further. Structural and electrical
properties of various kinds of amorphous alloys and silicides will be
investigated with transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and Hall measurements. (2) Device technology using thin
film reactions. Solid phase doping from heavily doped poly-Si and silicides has
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potential applications for small dimensional integrated circuits. Properties of
formed p-n junctions and heavily doped silicide films will be studied.
Parameters for self-aligned processing using this technique will be determined.
In addition, resistors made of amorphous Si-metal alloys will be investigated.

List of projects in materials science (Head: B Monemar)

Angle-resolved photoemission studies of atoms, molecules and metal vapour
(A Fahlman)

Studies of semiconductor surfaces using angle-resolved photoemission and
surface sensitive core-level spectroscopy
(R Uhrberg, G Hansson, L S O Johansson, E Landemark and C Karlsson)

Electronic structure studies of metals and metallic compounds using angle
resolved photoemission
(L Håkansson, LI Johansson)

Inverse photoemission studies of metals and compounds
(L Håkansson, LI Johansson)

Catalytic reactions on metallic surfaces
(L Petersson, H Dannetun, J Fogelberg, I Lundström)

Electronic and vibrational structure of complex defects in semiconductors
(B Monemar, W M Chen, Q X Zhao, P O Holtz, H Weman, J Svensson)

Magnetooptical studies and ODMR for identification of complex defects in
semiconductors
(W M Chen, B Monemar, P O Holtz, F P Wang)

Process-induced defects in silicon
(O Awadelkarim, J L Lindström, J Svensson, W M Chen, B Monemar, J W
Corbett)

Characterization of heterojunctions and quantum structures
(P O Holtz, B Monemar, Q X Zhao, P Bergman, G Rune, W M Chen, M
Sundaram, J L Merz, A C Gossard, P M Petroff)

Dynamical studies of recombination in quantum structures
(P Bergman, B Monemar, P O Holtz, H Kalt, C Harris)

Studies of highly d-doped quantum wells
(B Monemar, C Harris, H Kalt, K Köhler)

LPE and MOCVD growth of IH-V-materials and characterization of epilayers
(E Janzén, O Kordina, S Andersson, B Monemar)
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Silicon molecular beam epitaxy
(J-E Sundgren, G Hansson, M Hasan, J Birch, W-X Ni, M Larsson, M Sardela,
H Radpisheh, J E Greene, L C Marken)

Ion-surface interaction during thin film growth
(M A Hasan, G Håkansson, L Hultman, J-E Sundgren, J E Greene)

Growth of transition metal carbide and nitride thin films
(L Hultman, G Håkansson, U Wahlström, J-E Sundgren, J E Greene, I Petrov)

Growth and characterization of superlattices
(J Birch, G Håkansson, U Helmersson, L Hultman, U Wahlström, J-E
Sundgren, L R Wallenberg)

Mechanical properties of TiN coatings on ironbased alloys
(M Al-Jaroudi, H Hentzell)

Thin films and thin film devices of ceramic superconductors
(U Helmersson, T Selinder, S Rudner)

Thin film metallurgy for microelectronics
(H Hentzell, S F Gong, X-H Li, J Carlsson)

Growth of B-SiC films on Si
(Q U Wahab, M Willander, J Jacobsson, J-E Sundgren)

Properties of thin films on Si microelements
(H Ljungcrantz, L Hultman, J-E Sundgren, N Kristenssen, J-Å Schweitz)

SIMS-studies of semiconductor heterostructures
(M Sardela, G Hansson)

Construction of a UHV scanning tunneling microscope
(P Mårtensson)
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MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY

Research activities in Measurement Technology are centered around problems
of modern industry, including environmental protection.

One group of projects deals with sensor-controlled, smart industrial robots:
• we develope tactile sensor matrices in order to provide robots with the
tactile sense needed for detection of shape and orientation of unknown objects.
Our matrices use piezoresistive elastomers to produce large (16 x 16
elements), high-resolution matrices. Other layouts may be implemented for
particular applications.
• proximity sensors are essential to a sensor-controlled robot, since they
help to avoid collisions and facilitate correct gripping. We develop ultrasound-
based proximity sensors (one transmitter, three receivers) able to detect
distance to and orientation of object surfaces. In order to eliminate
interference caused by undesired reflections, we use FFT analysis combined
with Kalman filtering
• to-day's flexible robot gripper is either a two-finger parallell-jaw, max-
applied-force device (for industrial applications), or a sophisticated muUi-
finger device, mimicking the human hand (for prosthetics). We develop a
robot gripper optimally adapted to the use of sensors as on-line controlling
devices in industrial robots. The gripper features three fingers. Two of them
can be moved colinearly towards each other; furthermore they can be rotated.
The third can be moved per pendicularly to the line of mouvement of the first
two. This makes possible the gripping of objects with flat as well as cylindrical
or spherical surfaces. The robot fingers can be fitted with tactile and proximity
sensors; a mimiaturized vision camera can be mounted in the palm of the
gripper.
• intelligent sensor cooperation is essential for the sensor controlled robot.
We plan to combine two-dimensional vision, tactile matrices and proximity
sensing; this requires extensive signal handling and intelligent sensor fusion.
We have investigated different approaches to fuse sensor signals in a smart
way: the classical/deterministic, the Bayesian/statistical and the neuron net type
approaches. For the moment we concentrate on the neuron network technique
as the most promising one
• in order to work optimally, the sensor-controlled robot must take suc-
cessive decisions, guided by sensor signals and knowledge stored in memory.
We investigate how to develop decision-making algorithms necessary for this
task. For time-space worlds of limited magnitude, classical, decision-tree type
methods work satisfactorily; for more general problems, faster and less
complex solutions are required. Here too, the neural network approach appears
to be very promising.
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Studies have been started on computing the performance of electromagnetic
non-destructive testing systems by the eddy current method. Computer pro-
grams, installed at a SUN workstation and the CRAY computer of the National
Supercomputer Center, using the finite element method and 3-dimensional
CAD modelling, enable the setting up of simulations to compute and visualize
selected combinations of coils, materials, geometries and defects occurring
when probing materials and components.

In the glass manufacturing industry, (commercial as well as art glass) the ho-
mogeneity of the molten glass used for casting or blowing the product is of
utmost importance for quality. In cooperation with the Swedish glass research
institute, Växjö, we investigate the possibility of correct in-situ measurement
of temperature and viscosity in the glass, as a first step towards guaranteeing
glass homogeneity.

Gistadverken, a heating water plant near Linköping city, fuelled with munici-
pal refuse, uses a novel technique for reducing acidity and mercury concentra-
tion in the plant's airborne exhausts. Besides a successful reduction of these
two, a reduction by more than an order of magnitude of dioxine concentration
was obtained as an unexpected bonus. We cooperate with the plant's experts
regarding different aspects of exhaust cleaning.

List of projects (Head : A. Lauber)

Tactile sensor matrices for adaptive industrial robots
(B. Sandell, X. Shi)

Ultrasound-based proximity sensors for robots, able to detect object distance
and orientation in a noisy environment
(P. Holmberg, J-O. Järrhed, A. Lauber)

Smart sensor fusion in adaptive industrial robots provided with sensors
(O. Pedersen, P. Holmberg, P. Holmbom, A. Nilsson)

Decision-making algorithms for sensor-controled adaptive robots
(P. Holmbom, O. Pedersen)

Modelling and FEM computations of electromagnetic systems for non-destruc-
tive testing (NDT)
(E. Möller, P-A. Andréasson, H. Persson)

In-situ measurement of temperature and viscosity in flowing molten glass
(J-O. Järrhed, O. Pedersen, A. Lauber)

Investigating a novel method to reduce acidity, as well as mercury and dioxine
concentrations, in chimney exhausts of a municipal-refuse-heated hot water
plant
(L. Axelsson, A. Lauber)
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SURFACE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

The Laboratory of Surface Physics and Chemistry conducts -esearch into the
basic electronic and chemical structure of organic molecular solids, polymers
and polymer interfaces with metals, oxides and semiconductors. In particular,
the laboratory studies conjugated polymers; model molecular solid systems
designed to incorporate issues of interest involving conjugated polymers; and
relatively large organic molecules adsorbed upon well characterized surfaces
as model systems for polymer-metal, oxide or semiconductor interfaces.

Equipment: Unique UHV (p « 1x10- * 1 Torr) Photoelectron
Spectrometer for UPS and XPS(6);

UHV Mass Spectrometer,
Vapour Deposition System for Organic Materials;
Optical Absorption Spectrometer (with Applied Physics);
Fourier Transform IR Spectrometer (with Applied Physics);
Liquid He cryostat for a(T) studies (with Applied Physics);

Cooperation: Experimental:
MAS-CP NMR, Molecular weight studies (Hjertberg CTH, Sweden);
Gas Phase ESCA (Svensson, Keane; Uppsala, Sweden);
Chemistry and sample preparation (MacDiarmid, Univ.of
Pennsylvania, USA; österholm, Neste OY, Finland);
Transport properties (Epstein, Ohio State Univ., USA);
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge University, UK (Friend, Bradley);
Centre National dÉtudes des Telecommunications, Lannion, France

(Froyer);
STM, Columbia Univ., USA, (R.C. White).

Theoretical calculations:
S. Stafström, B. Sjögren (Theory Group, Linköping);
J.-L. Bredas (Univ. Möns, Belgium);
B. Thémans (Namur, Belgium);
O. Wennerström, (CTH, Sweden);
H.-J. Freund (Bochum, West Germany); {
S. Lunell, M. Keane (Uppsala).

Projects with industry:
IBM, USA: Polymer Interfaces (Ritsko, Kowalczyk);
ICI, England: Polymer Surfaces (Clark, Tooze);
Neste OY, Finland: Conducting Polymers (österholm);
SS AB, Sweden: Polymer-Metal Interfaces (Nilsson).
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Individual Projects

(A) Electronic and Chemical Structure of Polymers and Polymer Interfaces

(i) Spectroscopic Studies of Conjugated Polymers:

X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopies (XPS and UPS) are used in
conjunction with optical absorption spectroscopy (OAS) as standard tools to
study thin polymer films on several fronts.

The poly(3-alkylthiophene)s, or P3AT's, are important new conjugated
polymers. The thermochromism in the P3ATs was studied still further this
year. Our previously proposed model of thermally-induced conformational
defects was essentially verified last year by studying oligomers of polythio-
phene in the gas phase using XPS (Salaneck; with Keane and Svensson,
Uppsala). The shake-up satellite structure on the C(ls) line of the model mole-
cules compares very well with that for the polymers in the solid state at high
temperatures, confirming the conformational defect picture. These results
were reported at the NATO symposium on Conducting Polymers, Mons,
Belgium, and the Symposium on Electroactive Polymers at Brookhaven
National Laboratory, USA, as well as in a manuscript in J. Chem. Phys.,
in press.

An extensive study, mapping the evolution of the electronic structure
across the co-polymer series, polyacetylene (PA), poly-p-phenylenevinylene
(PPV), polyphenylene (PPP), was continued (Lögdlund; with Sato, Univ.
Tokyo, (Japan). UPS results are compared with the results of model VEH
calculations (Bredas and Lazzaroni, Mons, Belgium). The PPV is provided by
the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge University, UK (Friend and Bradley),
and the PPP by Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications, Lannion,
Fr. (Froyer). The results will be reported at ICSM-90, Tubingen, Germany,
and elsewhere.

Attempts were made to make ultrathin, solution cast films of the emeral-
dine and pernigraniline forms of polyaniline, for study with UPS/XPS
(Dannetun; with MacDiarmid et al, Univ. Pennsylvania, USA). Elliot Scherr
(Penn) visited our laboratory, and together with P. Dannetun, optimized the
thin film forming process. Subsequently, these films have been used in a study
of the in situ doping of polyaniline, using gaseous HC1 in UHV. The results
will be reported at ICSM-90, Tubingen, Germany.

A first attempt was made to use variable photon energies from synchro-
tron radiation to study the electronic structure of aligned conjugated polymer
films (Lögdlund, Dannetun and Rasmusson; with Ulf Karlsson, Max Lab.,
Lund). With limited running time, only preliminary results were obtained. The
major problem is to acquire well aligned samples which meet the requirements
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for stydy by UPS; thin and clean. Initial spectra on polyacetylene will be
presented at ICSM-90, Tubingen, Germany.

(ii) Polymer-Metal Interfaces:

If the new "electrically conducting polymers" are to be used in devices,
the nature of the polymer-metal interface must be understood on the same level
of detail as that for conventional semiconductors. Studies of the aluminization
of P3HT, PPV and polyanilines were carried out (Lazzaroni, Uvdal,
Dannetun). Initial results were presented in an invited talk at the Symposium
on Fundamental and Applied Aspects of Metalized Plastics, Montreal, Canada,
May, 1990 (Lazzaroni).

(iii) Laser-Assisted Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy, UPS*:

An important area of interest in the electronic structure of conjugated
polymers is that of the nature of the optically excited states. A project to use a
pulsed laser to excite ultrathin films of conjugated polymers, and then do a
type of coincidence UPS of the laser-generated excited states, has been started.
The first UPS* spectrum was obtained, during the preceeding reporting period
using a borrowed laser, on poly(3-hexylthiophene) at liquid nitrogen tem-
peratures. Since then, a variety of problems associated with obtaining samples
of sufficient quality have prevented further progress. New attempts will be
made in the coming year (Lögdlund).

(iv) Ultra-High Vacuum Processing Of Conjugated Polymers:

This project has continued on two fronts. The study of the Chemical
Vapour Deposition (CVD) of polypyrrole continued (Mohammadi, Inganäs and
Lundström, Laboratory of Applied Physics), and new emphasis was placed
upon the physical vapour deposition of polyaniline (Uvdal, Dannetun). In both
cases, the electrical conductivities of the "vacuum processed" materials is as
good as, or better than, that of conventional electro-chemically made materials.
A Mohammadi received his PhD in November of 1989.

A vapour-deposition process for the preparation of ultra-thin films of
polyaniline has been studied for several years (Dannetun, Uvdal). A new UHV
system is under construction for use in the in situ vapour-deposition, vapour-
phase doping, and characterization of polyaniline and a variety of other
organic systems in ultrathin film form. Characterization will consist of optical
absorption spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, and temperature-dependent elec-
trical conductivity. Preliminary testing should take place in the Fall of 1990
(Dannetun).

(v) Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

With support from both STU and the Wallenberg Foundation, a scanning
tunneling microscope, with capabilites of doing tunneling spectroscopy, is
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under construction (Bodö and Rasmusson; with Ritsko, IBM, USA). Efficient
design and construction is optimized through cooperation with industry. P
Bodö was a visiting scientist at IBM during the academic year 1988/89, during
which time this project was started. The first STM pictures are expected before
the end of 1990.

(B) Large Organic Molecules Adsorbed on Surfaces

(i) Model Systems for Polymer-Metal Interfaces:

A joint project with the Packaging Technology Group at IBM, Yorktown
Heights, USA, has gone over the course of several years (Ritsko, Kowalczyk).
An investigation of the adsorption of phtalimide molecules on a copper surface
as a model system for the polyimide-copper interface, using angle-dependent
XPS, or XPS(9), has been carried out (Salaneck; with Stafström, Theoretical
Physics, and Bredas, Möns, Belgium). The study area has now been expanded
to include UPS and XPS(6) studies of a series of substituted pthalimides.
Results were presented in an invited talk at the Symposium on Fundamental
and Applied Aspects of Metalized Plastics, Montreal, Canada, May, 1990
(Bodö).

Previously, we have used UPS and XPS(q) to study glycine, the smallest
amino acid, adsorbed on copper, as a very simple model system for a protein-
metal interface. These studies have now been extended to include trideca-
fluorosilane, L-cystine and 3-mercaptaproponic acid, adsorbed upon silicon
oxide, gold, and copper (Uvdal). Complimentary studies are underway usi.ig
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (Uvdal; with Ihs and Liedberg,
Applied Physics).

(ii) Other Molecules Adsorbed on Surfaces:

An organo-gold molecule, hexafluorogold acetylacetonate was studied
using UPS and XPS(8), both in the thin film condensed molecular solid state,
and as an adsorbate on amorphous silicon (Platau; with Kowalczyk and Ritsko,
IBM, USA). Laser-assisted chemical deposition (LACVD) of gold on silicon
was then studied by decomposing these molecules adsorbed upon silicon in in
situ using a pulsed N2 laser. Some results will be presented at the Fall meeting
(1990) of the Materials Research Society, USA (Kowalczyk).

(C) Other Activites

In response to a request from the European Physical Society (EPS) an
EPS Industrial Workshop on the Science and Applications of Conducting
Polymers was organized (Salaneck and D.T. Clark, ICI, UK, Co-chairmen) at
the Hotel Ullensvang, near Bergen, Norway, during the first week of June,
1990. Prof. E. Samuelsen Trondheim-NTH was Chariman of the local
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arrangements. The proceedings will be published in January of 1991 by I.O.P.
Publishers, UK.

The Nobel Foundation has granted support to a Nobel Symposium on
Conjugated Polymers: The Connection between Chemical and Electronic
Structure. Preliminary planning has been carried out. The symposium will be
held in Luleå, Sweden, in June of 1991 (Salaneck; with I. Lundström, Applied
Physics, and B.Rånby, KTH, Co-chairmen).

The International Conference on Synthetic Metals (ICSM) is the largest
conference on electrically conducting polymers. A preliminary decision was
taken at ICSM-88 to hold ICSM-92 in Linköping. A final decision will be made
at ICSM-90, to be held in Tubingen, FRG. Substantial support has already been
obtained from the Swedish Natural Sciences Research Council (NFR), the
Swedish Board for Technical Development (STU) and the Neste Corporation,
Finland (Salaneck et al).
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS

The research in theoretical physics is focused on the theory of condensed
matter and related areas in quantum chemistry and statistical physics. A large
share of the projects are chosen to fit into the experimental activities at the
department. Thus joint projects are conducted in collaboration with the
sections for material science, surface physics and chemistry, electronic devices,
and applied physics. Joint research areas concern electronic structure and
electronic processes in semiconductors and electronic devices, conducting
polymers and related molecular complexes, and artificiel quasicrystals.
Examples of other research areas are many-body theory/statistical physics,
inelastic scattering of X-rays and determination of polarization of synchrotron
radiation. Many of the projects are in great need of very powerful
computational resources. The national supercomputer CRAY X-MP/48 at
Linköping university has thus become a very important facility for the
research in theoretical physics. As during previous year, the theoretical physics
group has been heavily involved in establishing the new National
Supercomputer Centre (NSC) in Linköping. Thus K.-F. Berggren served as
director of NSC until January 1, 1990.

During 89/90 two licentiate theses ( P. Miinger, J. Svedin) and one doctoral
thesis (P. Holm) have been presented.

Outlines of selected research projects follow below. The list of projects is
meant to illustrate the activity. Therefore the list is not exhaustive, but serves
to indicate a broad and varied research activity. Supplementary information is
found in the list of publications.

Reweighting Monte Carlo Renormalization-Group Transformations in
Momentum Space: This project is a collaboration between Peter Miinger at this
department and M.A. Novotny at Supercomputer Computations Research
Institute, Florida State University, FL, USA.

The computer study of models in statistical mechanics has been greatly
enhanced by the development of finite size scaling and the Monte Carlo
Renormalization Group (MCRG) methods. These methods have been par-
ticularly successful for classical models. However for quantum systems, such as
the Heisenberg model for magnetic systems or the Hubbard model, which is
related to the high temperature superconductors, a straightforward application
of the methods for classical systems fails. The goal of this project is to develop
a MCRG which allows the computer study of general models in quantum
statistical mechanics.
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This goal is being persued by taking the necessary steps in the development of
the MCRG for quantum systems. The first step has been to understand the
reweighting of MCRG studies to parameter values other than the simulated
ones. This is necessary since many quantum systems have realizations which
are amenable to computer simulation, except that they have 'negative
probabilities' and hence require a reweighting technique to be used in a Monte
Carlo study. These realizations of the quantum system come from mappings
between a d-dimensional quantum system and a (d+l)-dimensional 'classical
analog*. The second step, towards which substantial progress has been made in
this project, is to develop a Renormalization Group (RG), which is applicable
to the (d+l)-dimensional realizations, which may be vertex models. The
problem is to develop a RG that is generally applicable to these systems where
information from Hamiltonian models in classical statistical mechanics is no
longer available. To this end we are utilizing a modified version of the
Momentum Space MCRG which was developed by R. H. Swendsen (Physical
Review Letters, 47, 1159 (1981)), but has not been further developed until
now. The advantage of the Momentum Space MCRG is that it is possible to let
the RG be given by the simulation, rather than imposing a RG on a model.
Hence, the Momentum Space RG should be very well suited to vertex models
and d+1 dimensional realizations of quantum systems. Thus far, we have
devised a Momentum Space MCRG for the integer q-state Potts model, and
have studied its convergence properties. To this end, about 40 hours of CPU
time on the Cyber 205 vector supercomputer (1), 10 hours of CPU time on the
CRAY X-MP/48 (2) and 65 hours of CPU time on the CRAY Y-MP/432 (3)
have been used. At present this study is being completed by applying the
Momentum Space MCRG that has been developed for a vertex model
representation of the non-integer Potts model. This involves applying both
Momentum Space MCRG and the Monte Carlo reweighting to this well-studied
model so that one can determine the convergence properties of the present
methods. These two methods will then be applied to a real quantum system,
most likely to a variant of the Hubbard model (which is supposed to be
applicable to the pairing mechanism in the high temperature superconductors).

(1) This was on the Cyber 205 vector supercomputer at the Supercomputer
Computations Research Institute at Florida State University during a stay (P.
Monger) there from January 30,1989 until October 18,1989.

(2) This was on the CRAY X-MP/48 at the National SupercomputerCentre at
Linköping University during October 19,1989 until June 5,1990.

(3) This was on the CRAY Y-MP/432 at the Supercomputer Computations
Research Institute at the Florida State University during a stay (P. Milnger)
there from June 7 1990 until October 15 1990.

(P. Miinger)

A Compton spectrometer: Compton scattering represents a most important
mode of interaction between condensed matter and energetic photons. This
process is being explored for the purpose of in situ measurements of very
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intense X-rays in the energy range 10-200 keV. The high yield from X-ray
units used for diagnostic purposes makes it impossible to measure the
associated spectra by direct mehtods, i.e. in the primary beam from the X-ray
tube. A way to avoid this problem is to use a Compton spectrometer, in which
the intensity of the primary beam is reduced by scattering of the photons from
a filament of a material with a very low atomic number. The scattered
radiation is then of low enough intensity to allow for direct measurements by
means of a conventional high purity Ge detector. The primary beam is then
reconstructed by means of theoretical convolution methods using a knowledge
of the differential cross sections for elastic and inelastic scattering of the
photons. The method has now been developed further in order to make it
possible to measure the extremely intense radiation from synchrotron sources.
The reconstruction routines have also been developed so it is possible to obtain
values of the very high polarization degree in the beam of photons.
Experiments at the synchrotron in Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL),
USA, showed a very good agreement between the classical theory for emission
of radiation from moving charges and results from measurements with the
present spectrometer. As an example the slope of the spectra in a logarithmic
diagram and for energies up to about 60 keV is theoretically -0.085 (keV)-1.
The measurements showed exactly the same value for the slope! The project is
a collaboration with G. Matscheko at the Department of Radiation Physics at
the University Hospital in Linköping. As reported previously the project has
resulted in an "easy to handle" and compact Compton spectrometer for
practical use. The spectrometer is commerically available.

(R. Ribberfors)

Theoretical studies of conducting polymers: The novel phenomenon of
transition into a highly electrically conducting state upon doping of conjugated
organic polymers has opened up a field of continuously growing interest. The
understanding of the structural and electronic modifications of the polymers
accompanying this transition is fundamental. It was realized early that
conjugated polymers exhibit a very strong electron-phonon coupling which
leads to the creation of localized defects upon doping of the system. Depending
on the type of polymer these defects are solitons, polarons or bipolarons. Our
research in the field of conducting polymers include studies of the geometrical
and electronic properties of the polymers in presence of these defects. These
projects are:

1) Calculation of the binding energy of a soliton to the dopant ion in trans-
polyacetylen. These calculations are performed at an ab inito Hartree-Fock
level, extended to include electron-electron correlation effects

(C. Fredriksson and S. Stafström)

2) Using the so called supercell technique we calculate the energy levels
corresponding to polaron defects of different types of conjugated organic
polymers. Our studies also include the calculation of optical absorption.

(M. Boman and S. Stafström)
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3) Correlation effects in the spectra of linear polynenes including soliton
defects are studied using an INDI/CI approach.

(J.Fagerström,BSjögren,andS.Stafström

4) The metal-insulator transition in doped trans-polyacetylene is studied using
a self-consistent calculation scheme which includes geometry optimizations of
the polymer-dopant counterion system.

(S. Tabor and S. Stafström)

Theory of deterministic aperiodic systems: Traditionally, the solid state of
matter has been divided into two main groups, the crystalline and the
amorphous phase. Crystals are characterized by periodic symmetry whereas
amorphous matter is a totally disordered conglomerate of atoms or molecules
with no symmetry at all

In recent years a new phase of matter has been discovered in certain AIMn
alloys. X-ray diffraction studies show that these materials are highly ordered
(ordered enough to give Bragg peaks in a diffraction experiment) but lack the
periodic symmetry of crystals. It can be said that the new structures constitute
a compromise between perfect crystals and amorphous solids. They are thus
called quasicrystals.

The physical properties of quasicrystals which in many ways are quite exotic,
have been studied for simple one- and two-dimensional models with both
analytic and non-analytic potentials. The optical transmission has been studied
for an infinite class of quasiperiodic superlattices where analytical expressions
has been found for the positions of the transmission gaps. The localization and
transmission for an incommensurate system with the Bardeen effective
potential for pinning of charge density waves has been studied with decimation
techniques. We have also studied the multifractal properties of the eigenstates
in incommensurate systems and proposed a new model (based on the spiral
mean) including three incommensurate frequencies. The idea behind this model
comes from the theory of different routes to chaos and has a counterpart in the
theory of kicked rotators.

Present work deals with electronic localization and diffusion in pure and
randomly perturbed deterministic aperiodic systems.

Some of the above work has been carried out as a part of an ongoing
cooperation with Mihnea Dulea from the Institute for Physic and Technology
of Materials, Bucharest, Romania. The exchange has been sponsored by the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, the Swedish Natural Science Research
Council and the Romanian Academy of Sciences.

(M. Johansson, M. Severin, M. Dulea, and R. Riklund)

Small semiconductor structures and devices: Current lithographic and etching
techniques make it possible to shape quasi-two-dimensional (2D) electrons at
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the interface of semiconductors into nanopatterns such as very narrow
channels, grids, rings, dots etc. Because of the smallness of such structures
quantum-mechanical effects are strongly manifested. For example, in narrow
channels the Broglie wave-length can be of the same order as the width of the
channel itself. Hence quantization of the transverse motion becomes an
important issue. Electrons propagate in one-dimensional subbands, of which
only a few may be occupied. Hence transport properties must be discussed in
terms of such subbands. In high-mobility samples like AlGaAs/GaAs the mean-
free path exceeds several mm. In short channels, connecting e.g. two 2D-
reservoirs, one therefore encounters ballistic transport and a fascinating
quantization of the conductance, G = 2e2 N/h, where N is the number of
occupied lD-subbands. N may be altered by varying the width of the channel
via an applied gatevoltage.

Another remarkable feature of narrow channels has recently been predicted by
Schult et al. (Phys.Rev.B 39, 5476 (1980)), who considered two perpendicular,
infinitely long channels of constant width. Quantum-mechanical calculations
show that bound states reside at the intersection of the two channels. From a
classical point of view the potential is open. The quantum-mechanical trapping
of electrons in such a potential is thus far from obvious and appears to be a
novel phenomenon. One purpose of the present project is to explore the
possibility of observing the bound states at the intersection by resonant
tunneling. The presence of trapped electrons and strong interference effects in
intersecting narrow channels are likely to influence considerably the operation
of devices made of such channels. Another purpose of the project is to study
superlattices formed by a set of intersecting channels.

(Zhen-li Ji, J. Rundquist, K-F Berggren)

Multiple semiconductor quantum wells: The electronic properties of
GaAs/AlxGai-xAs multiple quantum wells (MQW) are studied with both the
one-dimensional effective-mass approximation (EMA) and the three-
dimensional sp3s* tight-binding method (TBM). Investigated by TBM, it is
shown that different degrees of microstructure orders which are caused by
different sample processes at different temperatures, may be an additional
source of the observed scattering in experimental data about the band edge of
AlxGai-xAs alloys. From the AlxGai-xAs band stureture calculated with TBM,
one can determine the band offsets between GaAs and AlxGai-xAs, which are
the key parameters used in the EMA. By comparing the TBM results for
GaAs/AlxGai-xAs MQW, on can analyse the kinetic energy operator used in
the EMA, and then perform an extensive fitting of the EMA calculations to the
experimental data. The proper form of the envelope wave function for the
exciton in MQW systems is determined, and the characteristic feature of the
excitons is found to be three-dimensional in those MQWs where the
superlattice periodicity is comparable to or larger than the free exciton Bohr
radius. The above theoretical approach is then used to analyse experimental
results such as the temperature and hydrostatic pressure dependence of subband
structures in GaAs/AlxGai-xAs MQW, and the photoluminescence excitation
spectra of GaAs/AlxGai-xAs heterojunctions. The characterization of
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microstructures of MQW is often determined with the modulation
spectroscopy, the theoretical aspects of which have been studied.

Current investigations concern the general electronic properties at
GaAs/AlxGai-xAs heterojunctions under various experimental conditions, and
the electronic transport theory of novel semiconductor devices. The latter
subject is divided into two parts: the tunneling processes and the transport with
scattering.

(Y. Fu and K.-A. Chao)

Highly excited semiconductors: We are interested in experiments where a very
high density electron-hole plasma is created by intense ultrashort laser pulses;
we are now concentrating on the additional absorption and resistivity
contributions present in multicomponent plasmas but absent in one-component
plasmas. We have calculated the density-, temperature-, and frequency-
dependences of the optical properties of the plasma also taking the anisotropy
of the system into account. For these calculations the use of the Cray X-MP/48
supercomputer in Linköping was a necessity.

(B.E. Semelius)

Transport and optical properties of transparent optical coatings: Heavily doped
large bandgap semiconductors can be used as coatings on highly energy-
efficient windows, giving good solar transmittance and low thermal emittance.
We have derived a theory to describe the transport and optical properties of
such films; the theory incorporates for the first time the polar character of the
material. We are now investigating if the properties have important
temperature dependencies.

(B.E. Semelius, A. Severin)

Theories of impurity resistivity: For most theories of impurity resistivity the
lowest order results are the same for zero temperature but for finite
temperatures there are two different results. The fact that the Boltzmann
results and the results from force-balance type of theories disagree for finite
temperatures has led to an increased theoretical activity lately. In the present
work one studies how a newly proposed generalized Drude approach (GDA)
and the dynamical theory of Farvacque compare to other theories. It is shown
that inclusion of electron-electron scattering in the solution to the Boltzmann
equation brings the result closer to that from the force-balance type of
theories; infinite electron-electron scattering results in perfect agreement.

(B.E. Sernelius, E. Söderström)

Theory of the bandwidths and density of states of metals: This is a project we
have in collaboration with G.D. Mahan at the University of Tennessee/Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, USA. The project was inspired by the recent
increase of interest in the bandwidths of simple metals triggered by new
experiments, which showed a value much smaller than was predicted by the
non-interacting free-electron approximation. It has been shown earlier that the
theoretical results beyond the free-electron approximation strongly depend on
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how the local field corrections are incorporated. Correct treatment of the local
field corrections leads to just half the bandwidth reduction found in the new
experiments.

The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results may come from
difficulties in the extraction of the bandwidth value from the experiments.
With the intention to resolve this problem the density of states and especially
its tail are now calculated with the Tomonaga model. This model is used to
describe the properties of a single particle interacting strongly with a Boson
system.

(B.E. Semelius)

Optical properties of metals below the interband threshold: The Drude formula
is an empirical relationship which describes the optical properties of simple
metals. In its simplest form, the optical conductivity is given by

ne2?

where t is a relaxation time. This is found to fit experimental results quite well
whithin limited frequency ranges with t as a fitting parameter. In general,
different values for t is found for different frequency ranges. However,
Bennett and Bennett found that for Ag, Au, and Al the high frequency results
(below the interband threshold) were quite well described by the Drude
expression when the value of t is obtained from the dc resistivities. To test this
theoretically the GDA (Generalized Drude Approach) is used to calculate x((o)
from the dc limit up to the frequency range studied by Bennett and Bennett.

(B.E. Sernelius, A. Severin, E. Söderström)
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BIOLOGY

Faculty of Arts and Science

The division of biology is especially concerned with education and has no
official research facilities. However, research projects are being carried out
with, among other things, external financial help. Two research students
(U. Wennergren and B. Ekstam) are working for their doctoral thesis in the
fields Theoretical Population Biology and Aquatic Ecology, respectively.
There is also a cooperative work going on between the division of Biology and
several institutions at the Linköping University Medical School. The research
of some of the teachers in the physiological part of the division of Biology is
located in the Medical School. Every year a wide number of students from this
area of the studying field carry out their undergraduate thesis at the Medical
School.

The existence, structure and function of animal and plant communities are
aspects of ecology that are often discussed. A community can be said to consist
of a group of species. The group should be found in different places while still
approximately consisting of the same species and the same dominant species.
Some problems to be considered are: how common is this phenomenon; which
factors are influencing the species groups and how do they function. Jan
Landin is studying these problems in cooperation with Finnish biologists at
Tvärmine Zoological station, Helsinki University. The objects of their studies
are groups of insect species found in varying types of small ponds. Linköping
University has subsidized the project.

South of the city of Linköping there is one of the largest areas consisting of
vanishing, old cultural landscape in Sweden where several threatened animal
and plant species live. The acutely threatened butterfly Lopinga echine, the
woodland brown, lives there in a fragmented metapopulation. This area is the
only existing area on the Swedish mainland for the woodland brown. This
butterfly is listed on the Bern Convention List of acutely threatened species.
The aim of the study is to develop proposals for a system of protected localities
which will allow the species to survive and which may also serve as a model
when protecting other threatened species. Jan Landin is leading a project on the
population and dispersal ecology and habitat requirements of this species. The
project is supported financially by the National Swedish Environment
Protection Board and the World Wildlife Fund.

Niche teory for age-structured populations: In many organism the ecological
niche changes during the life cycle (e.g. juveniles and adults utilize different
resources). The primary aim of this project is a theoretical analysis of the
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evolutionary and population dynamic consequences of niche changes during the
life cycle and competition between age classes. Special problems that are
investigated include: (1) evolutionary diversification of complex life cycles; (2)
competition between age classes and growth patterns of individuals; (3)
synchronized reproduction and competition between age classes; (4)
competition between age classes and population dynamics in organism with
flexible growth. The project is carried out by Bo Ebenman.

Structure, dynamics and stability of size-structured populations: In many
organisms the age classes differ in size/morphology. The purpose of this
project is to examine the implications of such differences on evolution and
population dynamics and to focus upon how natural selection will shape the
growth pattern of individuals and hence the size structure of populations under
different ecological conditions. The dynamics in size-structured population is
governed by interacting processes at the individual and population level. B.
Ebenman, B. Ekstam, J. Landin and U. Wennergren analyse such systems with
the help of mathematical models, field and laboratory experiments to shed light
on some of the most general (and unexplained) empirical laws of ecology: the
so called - 3/2 power law; the global and regional size distributions of animal
species; the relation between body weight and population density in animals.

In Ethiopia large problems in farming are caused by attacks on cereal crops by
grasshoppers, both the well known migratory grasshoppers and other, non
migratory species. Jan Landin is engaged in studying the ecology and biology
of grasshoppers in wheat tef (an Ethiopian cereal) together with an Ethiopian
researcher, and Ph. D. Student, Tibebu Habtewold, and in cooperation with the
Debre Zeit Agricultural Research Center and the Department of plants and
forest protection, Swedish University of Agricultural Science. The fauna in the
crops is unexpectedly rich in species, but usually one species (Ailopus
longicornis) is dominant and is the most important pest in the present area.
Patterns of seasonal and regional abundance for the dominant species are
already discernible. Its importance as a pest and its life history in relation to
the rains, and the control methods, are being studied. The composition and
structure of the total grasshopper fauna in different cereal crops, grown on the
two most important soil types in some regions, are also being analyzed. The
first reports were published in 1989 and 1990.

From 1983 to 1987 I. Hjorth (staff leader) and four collaborators conducted a
field work on The Capercailie and Forestry, which is now in its end of reports.
The project has been supported by the National Board of Forestry.
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CHEMISTRY

Faculty of Arts and Science

In biochemistry the enzyme carbonic anhydrase is studied. This enzyme is used
as a model protein for folding studies aimed at gaining a deeper insight into the
folding mechanism in this enzyme and in proteins in general. In collaboration
with Dept. of Biochemistry, Umeå university, we are exploiting the
recombinant DNA-technique to produce different variants of the enzyme by
site-directed mutagenesis to be able to test the role of various amino acids
during th folding process. Spectroscopic probes, specifically bound to various
regions of the tertiary structure are also utilized to obtain a detailed
description of the folding pathway. The role of cofactors in the folding process
is also investigated, specifically the metal ion coordinated in the active site of
carbonic anhydrase.

In organic chemistry the research in synthetic carbohydrate chemsitry has
continued in collaboration with the University of Stockholm. Synthesis of
nucleosides, natural products and streoselective glycosylation reactions have
been studied.

In organic analytical chemistry one method for the separation of optical
antipodes (enantiomers) has been developed. The separations are performed by
HPLC with BSA as a chiral stationary phase chemically bound to silica.

In cooperation with the department of Water and Environmental Studies a
study of organic compounds in natural and drinking waters is undertaken. The
effect of low molecular organic compounds on taste, odour and mutagenicity
of drinking water is investigated. The chemistry of humic compounds is
studied in a project focusing on the transport of radionuclides in deep ground
water in connections with the Swedish nuclear wate program.
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Faculty of Arts and Science

Biology majors can pursue a three year study program (120 credits) leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Biology or extend this to a four year
study program (160 credits), thereby also obtaining the degree of Master of
Science in Biology. The three or four year study program is now well
established; devolopmental changes have mostly concerned flexible subjects
such as Ecology. Most of the students have earned the required number of
credits per year without the need for repetition or delayed completion of
certain courses, and most are interested in completing their studies, although
few choose to pursue the fourth year of the program.Twenty students were
enrolled in the first year of the program, 18 in the second, 12 in the third and
4 in the fourth year. Sixteen students were awarded degrees at the end of the
school year.

Eight students adopted the physiological variant of the third year of the
Biology study program. The work on degree projects was carried out at,
among other places, the departments of Microbiology and of Pharmacology
and of Pathology of the Linköping University Medical School.

Four third-year students and 4 fourth-year students studied the ecological
variant of the advance part of the study program.

Such collaboration with various local and non-local laboratories, in regards to
special projects and degree projects, is very valuable in widening the scope of
our activities. The titles of the degree projects listed under undergraduate
thesis give further information of the contents of the works.

Twelve students pursued the one year study program in Biology for Science
Education majors (40 credits). Two students took the supplementary course for
Science Education majors (20 credits). Some of these education majors were
also enrolled in courses belonging to the ecological variant of the study
program for Biology majors.

The 10 credit course Human Ecology was given for the first time this year.
Eighteen students were enrolled in this course
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Faculty of Arts and Science

Most of the chemistry courses offered are part of a three year study program
(120 credits) for Chemistry majors; students completing this program are
awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry. Some of these
courses are also included in the study programs for students majoring in
Biology and in Science Education (High School level). Biology majors are
required to earn at least 20 credits, while Science Education majors usually
earn between 20 and 60 credits. Science Education majos specializing in
Mathematics and Physics are only required to earn 20 credits.

Some of the Chemistry majors continue their studies with further courses (40
credits) in order to be awarded the degree of Master of Science in Chemistry.

In addition to the courses mentioned above, a course in general chemistry for
technology students (3 credits) was offered.

The following is a list of the number of students enrolled as Chemistry majors
during the 1989-90 school year:

First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year

(Kl)
(K2)
(K3)
(K4)

26 students
30 students
21 students
7 students

IS of the 20 third year students as well as 3 students from earlier student
groups have been awarded their Bachelor of Science degree. 6 of the 7 fourth
year students have been awarded their Master of Science degree.

Information concerning the non-major Chemistry students is given in the
following table:
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Smdy program
course
B.Sci.in biology 1st yr

" 3rd yr 2)
M.Sc.in Science Education:
Chemistry + Biology 1st yr
Mathem.+Chem. 2nd yr
Mathem.+Phys.+Chem. 3rd yr
Chem.+Biol.or Math. 3rd yr
Other students 1st yr
Master of Science in
Engineering 3rd or 4th yr 3 17 12

(1) The remaining students have failed in one or more courses.
These students usually pass the failed course within the
following school year.

(2) Biochemistry
(3) Advance level

Credits

20
10

20
40
20
20 3)
20

No of
students

18
7

4
11
5
4
10

No of
stud.passed D

8
7

4
2
5
2
1
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Faculty of Arts and Science

The study year 1989/90 has been characterized by preparations for a change
from the Phvsics Study Program (3 years) to a new Mathematic-Natural
Science Study Program (4 years). In this new Study Program the students who
will later major in physics will study mathematics during the whole first study
year giving them a good knowledge in mathematics before they start with
physics. During spring 1990 we have got the chance to improve our laboratory
equipment so that we are now prepared to teach a larger group of students
(about 50 in PHYSICS 1) from autumn 1990.

The number of students 1989/90 has been as follows:

A) Courses in physics as part
of a longer study program

PHYSICS 1
PHYSICS 2A
PHYSICS 2B
PHYSICS 3
PHYSICS A
20

Number Points
students *)

P T S

- - - **)
13+ 7 + 4
13+16 + 4
8 + 2 + 3

4 +5

20
10
10
20

*) P = Physics Study Program
T = Teacher Program (for Secondary School)
S = Separate Course
in co-studies for students following diffreent study programs

**) No students due to the change of Study Program

B) Shorter Study Programs Number of Points
students *)
P S

Electronics 1 5 + 1 8 20
Measurement Technology 1 5 + 1 8 20
Microcomputers 1 - + 10 20

7 students have during 1989/90 finished their 120p or 160p study program and
presented their Final Paper.

One of the physics teachers, Lennart Samuelsson, has during May and June
1990, taken part in the Sussex-exchange program teaching English students
(60, in Nuclear Physics II) and Swedish students (9 studying a Scientific
Training Course) at Sussex- University, Brighton, England.
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One student, Maria Eriksson, from Linköping University took part in the
Sussex Project (Spring and Summer Terms 1990).

Martin Holmberg was an exchange student at University College, London and
Eva-Marie Eriksson at the University of Washington, Seattle, both the whole
study year 1989/90.
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FACULTY OF TECHNOLOGY

The faculty of technology for the M.Sc. program, which is 4,5 years, every
year accepts 600 students in the disciplines of

M: Mechanical engineering (120)
D: Computer science and engineering (120)
Y: Applied physics and Electrical engineering (180)
I: Industrial Engineering and Management (180)

The first three years consist of compulsory courses. In the end of the 3rd year
a choise is made between different specializations (profiles), in which some
courses are compulsory (profile courses) and the rest, within some limits, can
be composed out of the students own interest. The Yrstudents can choose
between ten profiles and of these three are intimately related to the Department
of Physics and Measurement Technology (IFM). The IFM-profiles are:

Technical Physics
Measurement Technology
Physical Electronics

IFM is responsible for basic (compulsory) and specialized courses for all
disciplines, the majority aimed at the Y- discipline. The courses are classified
in two broad fields: "Physics" and "Measurement Technology".

Tuition i Measurement Technology

Basic courses
Electrical measurements for Y 2 20 h lecture, 40 h lab. work
Electrical measurements for D 3 20 h lecture, 40 h lab. work
Industrial measurements for M4 20 h lecture, 40 h lab. work
Science of the environment for Ml 26 h lecture, 16 h lab. work

Specialized courses for the profile Measurement Technology
Some of these are also taken by students from other disciplines and profiles.

Modern measurement technology
Industrial measurements •
Mechanical measurements
High frequency measurements
Measurement systems design
Instrumentation technology
Computers in measurements
and signal processing
Project work in measurement

Lecture
20 h
20 h
24 h
24 h
24 h
20 h

24 h
4h

Lab.work
8h

28 h
14 h
35 h

4h
24 h

28 h
48 h
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Environmental protection
Measurement technology also offers two courses in "Environmental
protection"that are eligible for all disciplines and attract an increasing amount
of students.

Science of the environment 26 h 16 h
Environmental technology 24 h 24 h

Courses for industry
A course - "Measurement technology" - was given for employees at the
Measurement division at SAAB, running from October 89 to may 90. The
course was attended by 16 participants and comprised 90 h lectures and 24 h
laboratory work.

Tuition in Physics

In the academic year 1989/90 a total of 39 different physics courses were given
in the undergraduate program. All students are required to take basic courses
in physics during their first years. Students in the "school of applied physics
and electrical engineering" have a set of physics courses stretching over the
full four and a half year study program. There is a certain emphasis on courses
in the field of materials science including semi-conductor physics and semi-
conductor technology.
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LIST OF SCIENTIFIC REPORTS

Applied physics

A Mohammadi, I Lundström, O Inganäs, W R Salaneck: Conducting polymers
prepared by template polymerization: polypyrrole, POLYMER, 31, 1990,
March.

A Spetz, U Helmersson, F Enquist, M Armgarth, I Lundström: Structure and
ammonia sensitivity of thin platinum or indium gates in metal-oxide-silicon
capacitors, Thin Solid Films 177 (1989) 77.

S Welin-Klintström, M Wikström, A Askendal, H Elwing, I Lundström, J O
Karlsson, S Renvert: Proteolytic degradation of fibrinogen layers adsorbed on
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, Colloids and Surfaces 44 (1990) 51.

I Lundström, H Elwing: Simple kinetic models for protein Exchange Reaction
on Solid Surfaces, J Colloid Interface Sci 136 (1990) 68.

P Tengvall, E G Hörnsten, H Elwing, I Lundptröm: Bacterical properties of a
titanium-peroxy gel obtained from metallic titanium and hydrogen peroxide, J
Biomed Mater Res 24 (1990) 319.

P Masson, H Elwing, I Lundström, J O Karlsson, P Helander: Determination
of hemaglobin and prothrombin complex in whole blood using optothermal
spectrometry, J Clin Chem Clin Biochem 27 (1989) 947.

E W Salaneck, K Uvdal, H Elwing, A Askendal, S Welin-Klintström, I
Lundström, W R Salaneck: Molecular orientation of tridecafluorosilane on the
surface of oxidized silicon, J Colloid Interf Sci 136 (1990) 440.

C F Mandenius, A Chollet, M Mecklenburg, I Lundström, K Mosbach: Optical
surface methods for detection of nucleic acid binding, Analytical Letters
22(15)0989)2961.

J Karlsson, M Armgarth, S ödman, I Lundström: Palladium gate metal-oxide-
semiconductor oxygen sensors, Anal Chem 62 (1990) 542.

H Arwin, I Lundström, S Arielly, G Claesson: Orientation of a tripeptide on
platinum. Langmuir. In press

M Sundberg, G Gustafsson, O Inganäs: Rectifying metal-polymer contacts
formed by melt-processing, accepted, Appl Phys Lett, 1990.
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G Gustafsson, O Inganäs, H. Österholm, J Laakso: X-ray diffraction and infra-
red spectroscopy studies of oriented poly(3-alkylthiophenes), accepted,
Polymer, 1990.

G Gustafsson, O Inganäs, S Stafström: Optical anisotropy of neutral and doped
poly(3-octylthiophene), accepted, Solid State Commun 1990

H Sundgren, I Lundström, F Winquist, I Lukkari, R Carlsson, S Wold:
Evaluation of a multiple gas mixture with a simple gas sensor array and
pattern recognition, Sensors and Actuators B B2 (1990) 115.

A Dis, B Liedberg, K Uvdal, C Törnkvist, P Bodö, I Lundström: Infrared and
photoelectron spectroscopy of amino acids on copper: Glycine, L-alanine and
b-alanine, J Colloid Interface Sci, accepted, April 1990.

J Mårtensson, H Arwin: Optical characterization of thin films of some
phthalocyanines by spectroscopic ellipsometry, accepted, Thin Solid Films 188
(1990).

J Mårtensson, H Arwin, I Lundström: Thin films of phthalocyanines studied
with spectroscopic ellipsometry: an optical gas sensor?, Sensors and Actuators
Bl (1990) 134.

P Tengvall, L Bertilsson, B Liedberg, H Elwing, I Lundström: Degradation of
dried Ti-peroxy gels made from metallic titanium and hydrogen peroxide,
accepted, J Colloid Intert Sci (1989)

L M Bjursten, P Tengvall, L E Ericsson C Gretzer, I Lundström: The anti-
inflammatory effects of a Ti-peroxy gel on polymorphonuclear granulocytes,
accepted, Agents and Action (1989)

G Gustafsson, I Lundström, B Liedberg, O Wennerström, O Inganäs: The
interaction of ammonia and polypyrrole, Synth Metal 31 (1989) 163.

J O Nilsson, O Inganäs: Alkyl benzene sulphonaie doping of poly(3-
alkylthiophenes), Synthetic Metals 31 (1989) 359.

M Sundberg, O Inganäs, S Stafström, G Gustafsson, B Sjögren: Low
temperature optical absorption spectra of poly(3-alkylthiophenes). Solid State
Comm 71 (1989) 435.

A Mohammadi, I Lundström, O Inganäs, W R Salaneck: Template
polymerization of conductive polymers: Polypyrrole, Polymer 31 (1990) 395.

O Inganäs, G Gustafsson: Thermochromism in the poly(3-alkylthiophenes) and
their polymer blends, Synthetic Metals 37 (1990) 195.
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A Assadi, G Gustafsson, M Willander, C Svensson, O Inganäs: Determination
of field effect mobility of poly(3-hexylthiophene) under ammonia exposure,
(21st Europhysics Conference on Macromolecular Physics, Lodz, Polen 1989),
accepted, Synthetic Metals.

G Gustafsson, M Sundberg, O Inganäs, C Svensson: The nature of rectifying
contacts between poly(3-hexylthiophene) and indium-tin oxide or aluminum, in
press, J Mol Electronics.

F Winquist, I Lundström, H Bergkvist: Ethylene production from fruits
measured by a simple field effect structure and compared with a gas
chromatographic method, Analytica Chimica Acta 231(1990) 93.

E G Hörnsten, L E Nilsson, H Elwing, I Lundström: Effects of Escherichia
coli spheroplast formation on assay of H2 and adenosine triphosphate based
ampicillin susceptibility tests, Diagn Mictrobiol Infect Dis 12 (1989) 171.

I Lundström, F Winquist, A Spetz: Chemical sensors in trends in sensor
technology, STU-info, 788 - 1990, pp 85-104.

I Lundström: Palladium gate hydrogen sensors, Chemical Sensor Technology 2
(1989) 1.

I Lundström, A Spetz, F Winquist, U Ackelid, H Sundgren: Catalytic metals
and field-effect devices - a useful combination, Sensors and Actuators Bl
(1990) 15.

I Lundström, A Gustafsson, S ödman, J O G Karlsson, R G G Andersson, N
Grundström, H Sundgren, H Elwing: Fish scales as biosensors, Sensors and
Actuators Bl (1990)533.

F Enquist: Experimental studies of the lateral transport of hydrogen in thin
palladium gates of hydrogen sensitive field-effect transistors, Sensors and
Actuate s Bl (1990) 31.

L M Bjursten, P Tengvall, L E Ericsson, I Lundström: Formation of titanium
peroxy-gel on titanium surfaces and its biological effects, Conf Proc Soc
Biomat, 16th ann meeting May 20-23,1990 Charleston, S C, USA.

U Ackelid, J Fogelberg, L-G Petersson: A reaction cell for studies of catalytic
surfaces: Ammonia blocking of water production on platinum in
hydrogen/oxygen atmospheres, accepted, Surface and Interface Analysis.

U Ackelid, L-G Petersson: Temperature variation of the sticking probability of
oxygen on platinum in hydrogen/oxygen atmospheres as obtained from studies
in a new reaction cell, 2nd Nordic Symposium on Catalysis, Copenhagen,
1989.
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O Inganäs, M Sundberg, G Gustafsson, J O Nilsson, S Stafström, B Sjögren:
Chromism in the poly(3-alkylthiophenes), (Kirchberg Winter School IWEPP
1989) in H Kuzmany, M Mehring, S Roth (eds) Electronic properties of
conjungated polymers, Springer Series in Solid State Sciences 91, Springer-
Verlag. Berlin 1989.

O Inganäs: Electroactive polymers in large area chromogenics,to be published
in Large Area Chromogenics: Materials and devices for transmittance control,
ed C M Lampert and C G Granqvist (SPIE, USA, 1990).

O Inganäs, X Shuang, R Björklund, P Reinholdsson: Polymer electrodes and
polymer elctrolytes in Li secondary batteries. Proceedings of the II ISPE
meeting, Siena, Italy, in press, 1990.

G Gustafsson, O Inganäs: Orientation of stretched poly(3-octylthiophene)
films: Visible and infrared dichroism studies, to be published in NATO
Advanced Study Institute Proceedings, Lower Dimensional Systems and
Molecular Devices.

F Winquist, I. Lundström, B Danielsson: Hydrogen and ammonia gas sensitive
semiconductor structures in bioanalysis. Invited chapter in Applied Biosensors,
ed D Wise, Chapter 10, Butterworth (1989) 291.

F Winquist, I Lundström: Biosensing with semiconductor gas sensors, in
Biosensors '89, Cambridge (1989).

R Jansson, H Arwin, I Lundström: An optical memory based on the
ellipsometric principle, 15:th congress for Optics in Complex Systems.

M Samuelsson, M Armgarth, C Nyländer: Micro step electrodes - a new type
of band microelectrode fabricated by means of photolithography and reactive
ion etching, submitted.

M Samuelsson, M Armgarth, C Nyländer: Recessed micro step electrodes,
submitted.

P Tengvall, B Wälivaara, J Westerling, I Lundström: Stable titanium -
superoxide radicals in aqueous surroundings, submitted.

U Ackelid, J Fogelberg, L-G Petersson: Heterogeneous catalysis on planar
surfaces from low to atmospheric pressures: An experimental apparatus with
unique hydrogen sensitivity and local gas sampling, submitted, Journal of
Catalysis.

A Mohammadi, D W Paul, O Inganäs, J O Nilsson, I Lundström: Electrically
conductive composite prepared by template polymerization of pyrrole into a
complexed polymer, submitted, J Pol Sci Pol Phys.
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G Zerbi, B Chierichetti, O Inganäs: Vibrational spectra of oligothiophenes as
model of polythiophene, submitted, J Chem Phys.

G Zerbi, B Chierichetti, O Inganäs: Thermochromism in poly(alkylthiophenes)
Molecular aspects from vibrational spectroscopy, submitted, J Chem Phys.

G Zerbi, B Chierichetti, O Inganäs: Non equilibrium structure and geometry
relaxation in polyoctylthiopene, submitted, Chem Phys Lett.

F Winquist, I Lundström: Metal-oxide-semiconductor structures for mercury
detection, accepted for publication in the Conference proceeding, 3rd Int Meet
Chem Sens, Cleveland, USA (1990).

F Winquist, I Lundström: Mercury detection by metal-oxide semiconductor
structures, submitted.

F Winquist, B Danielsson: Biosensors, semiconductor devices, invited chapter
to Biosensors, A practical approach, C. Cass, editor, Oxford University Press,
Oxford, to be published, autumn 1990.

E Vandenberg, H Elwing, A Askendal, I Lundström: Protein immobilization to
3-aminopropyl triethoxy silane/gluta-aldehyde surfaces: characterization by
detergent washing, Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, submitted.

G Gustafsson, O Inganäs, W.R. Salaneck, J Laakso, M Loponen, T Taka, J-E
österholm, H Stubb, T Hjertberg: Soluble conducting polymers and their
physical characterization, to be published in J.L. Bredas and R Silbey (eds):
Conjugated Polymers: Novel Science and Technology of Conducting and
Nonlinear Optically Active Materials. Kluwer Academic Publisher.

H Arwin, J Mårtensson, R Jansson: Line-skarp analysis of ellipsometric spectra
on thin organic films, manuscript.

Tengvall, Pentti: Titanium - hydrogen peroxide interaction with reference to
biomaterial applications.
Dissertation No 218 (Nov 22,1989)

Mohammadi Asghar: Synthesis and characterization of electrically conducting
polymers: polypyrrole.
Dissertation No 219. (Nov 22, 1989)

Gustafsson Göran: Spectroscopic and electrical studies of some conjugated
polyheterocycles.
Dissertation No 229.(May 31,1990)

Törnkvist, Christer: Infrared Spectroscopy of corrosion inhibitors and
biological molecules on metal surfaces: An experimental and theoretical study.
Dissertation No 228. (June 13, 1990)
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Ihs Anita: Infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed amino acids.
Thesis No 235. LiU-TEK-LIC-1990:35. (June, 1990)

Sundberg, Mats: Optical and electrical studies of conjugated conducting
polymers: the poly(3-alkylthiophenes).
Thesis No 190. LiU-TEK-LIC-1989:30. (September, 1989)

Samuelsson, Marie:
Thesis No 226. LiU-TEK-LIC-1990:26. (May, 1990)

Olle Inganäs och Christer Svensson: Polymerelektronik, Elteknik 20:1989

W R Salaneck, B Liedberg och I Lundström: Organiska molekyler på ytor,
KOSMOS, (1989) 129-144.

Chemical Physics

J Westerling and A Lund: The radical cation of cyclohexane in halocarbon
.natrices. Evidence for matrix interaction as studied with electron spin echo.
Chem Phys vol 140, p 421,1990.

M Lindgren, M Shiotani, N Ohta, T Ichikawa and L Sjöqvist: ESR evidence of
a distorted ^Ag electronic structure for the methylcyclohexane radical cation.
Chem Phys Lett 161(2), p 127, 1989.

M Shiotani, M Lindgren and T Ichikawa: The Jahn-Teller split SOMO of the
cyclohexane cation in selectively alkyl-substituted cyclohexanes: An ESR and
MNDO/INDO MO study. J Am Chem Soc 112, p 967,1990.

L Sjöqvist, M Lindgren, M Shiotani and A Lund: Mirror inversion of the low
I symmetry ground state structures of the methylcyclohexane and 1,1-
f: dimethylcyclohexane radical cations: An ESR study. Accepted for publication
I in J Chem Soc Faraday Trans.

* M Shiotani, M Lindgren, F Takahashi and T Ichikawa: On the alkyl radical
formation from alkane cations in halocarbons: Results for various alkyl-
substituted cyclohexanes. Accepted for publication in Chem Phys Lett.

M Lindgren, H-S Lee, W Yang, M Tabafa and K Yokota: Synthesis and
characterisation of polyphenylacetylenes containing a strong donor function.
Polymer Preprints, Japan, 38(7) p 2133, (1989).

H-S Lee, M Lindgren, W Yang, M Tabata and K Yokota: Radical formation in
the degradation of polyphenylacetylenes. Polymer Preprints, Japan, 38/7) p
2274, 1989.
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L Sjöqvist, M Shiotani, and A Lund: The structure of trans- and cis-3-hexene
radical cations stabilised in halocarbon matrices at low temperatures: An ESR
and MND0/AM1 study. Chem Phys, 141, p 417-, 1990.

M Shiotani, L Sjöqvist, A Lund, S Lunell and L Eriksson: An ESR and
theoretical ab initio study of the structure and dynamics of the pyrrolidine
radical cation and the neutral 1-pyrrolidinyl radical. To appear in J Phys Chem
Sept 1990.

S E Forshult: Detection of a new nitroxide radical from the spin trap 2-
methyl-2-nitrosopropane. Acta Chem Scand, 44, p 406, 1990.

T E Eriksen, P Ndalamba, H Christensen and E Bjergbakke: Radiolysis of ^
ground water: Influence of carbonate and chloride on hydrogen peroxide J
production. Radioanal Nucl Chem, 132, pp 19-35, 1989.

B G Svensson, K Johnsson, D-X Xu, J H Svensson and J L Lindström:
Annealing of divacancy-related infrared absorption bands in boron-doped
silicon. To be published in Rad effects and defects in solids.

R Erickson and A Lund: Analytical expressions of magnetic energies and wave
functions of paramagnetic systems with s = 1/2 and I = 1 or I = 3/2. Accepted
for publication in J Magn Res.

H-S Lee and M Lindgren: Synthesis of two soluble substituted polyacetylenes
using the NbCl5 catalyst: Poly (2-hexene) and poly (1-phenyl-l-propyne).
University Report, LiTH-IFM-R-174, March 1990.

M Lindgren: Research on conducting polymers in Sweden - an overview.
Accepted for publication in Current Polymer Research, The Society of
Polymer Science, Japan.

A Rockenbauer, M Lindgren, W Yang and M Tabata: ESR characterisation of
spin labelled gels of g-irradiated induced poly (methylacrylate) in the swollen
and solvent-free phase. Proceedings of "Symposium of Radiation Chemistry"
Abstract A112, Chemical Society of Japan. Hiroshima 1989.

M Lindgren, M Shiotani and L Sjöqvist: Radical cations of alkylcyclohexanes -
electronic states and dynamics of certain ^Ag structures. Proceedings of 2nd
Japan-China Bilateral ESR Symposium, Chem Soc Japan. Abstract 10-01.
Kyoto 1989.

M Lindgren and M Shiotani: The radical cations of cis and trans isomers of
1,4-dimethyl-and 1 Methyl, 4 Ethyl-cyclohexane. An ESR and MNDO/1NDO
study. Proceedings of "Symposium of Molecular Structure", Sapporo, Japan,
1989, Abstract 1842.
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M Ogasawara, M Lindgren and H Tachikawa: Excess electrons trapped in
alkane diol crystals at low temperature - reactions and possible structures.
Proceedings of "Defect Control in Semiconductors", section Organic
Molecules, Yokohama, Sept 1989.

M Lindgren: Ett år på ett japanskt universitet samt övriga intryck från Japan.
STU-rapport 88-01364, April 1990.

H Christensen, K Sehested and E Bjergbakke: Radiolysis of reactor water:
Reaction of OH radicals with O?. Water chemistry of nuclear reactor systems
5.BNES, London (1989).

S Sunder, D W Shoesmith, H Christensen, N H Miller and M G Bailey:
Oxidation of UO2 fuel by radicals formed during radiolysis of water. Mater
Res Soc Symp Proc, Vol 176 (1990).

M Shiotani and A Lund: Deuterium labelling studies of cation radicals, Chapter
in "Molecular Ions", Kluwer Academic Publishers.

H Tachikawa, A Lund and M Ogasawara: Model calculation on structures and
excitation energies of hydrated electrons. Submitted to J Phys Chem.

K Johnsson, T Ellermann, J Munk, P Pagsberg and A Lund: Study of the
equilibrium between the monomer and dimer of CIO with pulse radiolysis. In
manuscript.

S Schlick, L Sjöqvist and A Lund: ESR and ENDOR of Ti3+ in methanol and
in perfluorinated ionomers swollen by water. In Manuscript.

V I Melekhov, O A Anisimov, L Sjöqvist and A Lund: The electronic structure
of cis- and trans-decalin radical cations in halocarbon matrices: An ESR study.
In Manuscript.

M Lindgren, E Sagstuen and A Lund: On the radiation induced free radical
formation from trapped electrons in carbohydrates. An ESR and ENDOR
study of a-rhamnose monohydrate single crystals. To be submitted to Rad Res.

M Lindgren, A Rockenbauer, N Benetis and A Lund: Matrix influence on g-
anisotropy and the barrier for inversion of the tetrohydrofuran cation radical.
In Manuscript.

L Sjöqvist, M Shiotani, L Eriksson and A Lund: The electronic structure of the
azetidine radical cation and the neutral 1-azetidinyl radical. In Manuscript.

M Lindgren and M Shiotani: ESR studies of radical cations of cycloalkanes and
saturated heterocycles, Chapter in "Molecular Ions", Kluwer Academic
Publishers.
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K Sehested and C Christensen: The rate constant of the bimolecular reaction of
H-atoms at elevated temperature. Accepted for publication in J Radiat Phys
Chem.

U Nord, N P Benetis, N A Salih and A Lund: Nonperturbative ESR lineshapes
of an isotropic three-site system and comparison with experimental methyl
spectra. Manuscript.

N P Benetis, M Lindgren, H-S Lee and A Lund: Intramolecular dynamics of
small radicals with anisotropic interact ions.I. Temperature-dependent ESR-
lineshapes of irradiated ZnAc single crystal. Manuscript.

A Lund and M Shiotani, editors "Molecular Ions", submitted to Kluwer
Academic Publishers.

N A Salih, O Awadelkarim and A Lund: Difference in fragmentation pattern
for molecular anion radicals in acetic acid and lithium acetate. Submitted to
Rad Phys Chem.

H Tachikawa, C Tömkvist, A Lund and S Lunell: Theoretical study on
solvation effects in chemical reactions: A vibrational coupling model, in
manuscript.

J Westerling: ESR. ENDOR and ESEM studies of free radicals and
construction of an ESE-spectrometer. Thesis, Dissertation 224, Linköping
U n i v e r s i t y , I S B N
91-7870-560-6.

Electronic Devices

K. Chen and C. Svensson: "A parallell A/D converter array structure with
common reference processing unit", IEEE Tr. Circ. and Systems., Vol 36,
pp.1116-1119, 1989.

K Chen: "Efficient Parallel algorithms for the computation of two-dimensional
image moments", Pattern Recognition, Vol. 23, pp 109-119, 1990.

R Tjärnström: "Switch-level simulation based on Local Decisions", Integration,
1990.

K Chen and C Svensson: "Current-mode CMOS Cosine Transform Chip",
Electr. Lett., Vol. 25, pp 1142-1144, 1989.

M. Afghahi and C. Svensson: "A Unified Single Phase Clocking Scheme for
VLSI Systems", J Solid State Circ, Vol 25, pp 225-233, 1990.
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A Assadi, G Gustafson, M Willander, C Svensson and O Inganäs: "Studies of
the effect of ammonia on the transport properties of undoped thin films of
poly(hexyl-thiophene)'\ Synthetic Metals, Vol. 37, pp 123-130,1990.

G Gustafsson, M Sundberg, O Inganäs and C Svensson: "The Nature of
rectifying contacts between poly(3-hexylthiophene) and indium/tin-oxide or
aluminum", J Molec Electr. Accepted.

A Assadi, M Willander, C Svensson, and O Inganäs: Transport properties in
poly(3-hexylthiophene). Synth. Metals, 28, pp C863-869, (1989).

M Karlsteen and M Willander: Optimized frequency characteristics of Si/SiGe
heterojunction and conventional bipolar transistors. Solid State Electronics,
33, 2, pp 199-204, (1990).

H Li, W X Ni, M Willander, K F Berggren, B Sernelius and G Hansson:
Electrical characterization and subband structures in n-type delta-doped MBE-
Si layers. Thin Solid Film, 183, pp 331-338, (1989).

H Li, K F Berggren, W X Ni, B Sernelius, M Willander and G Hansson:
Tunneling current spectroscopy of electron subbands in n-type delta-doped
silicon structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy. J. Appl. Phys. 67 (4), pp
1962-1968, (1990).

V Grivitskas, V Netiksis, D Noreika, M Petrauskas, M Willander, M-A Hasan,
and W X Ni: Ambipolar diffusion coefficient in MBE-grown silicon layers. J.
Appl. Phys. 68 (2), pp 617-620, 1990.

J L Lindström, B G Svensson, W X Ni, and M Willander: Infrared absorption
in oxygen-doped silicon grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Physica Status
Solidi (a), vol. 117, no 2 , (1990).

A Assadi, G Gustafsson, C Svensson, M Willander, and O Inganäs:
Determination of Field effect mobility of poly (3-hexylthiophene) upon
exposure to NH3 gas. Synthetic Metals, vol. 37, no 1-3, p 123, (1990).

A Assadi, C Svensson, and M Willander: Hall effect and magneto-resistance in
undoped poly(3-hexylthiophene). Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. vol 173, pp 403-
408, (1990).

A Ouacha and M Willander: InP/InGaAs DHBTs for high frequency and high
speed ECL circuits using a submicron model. Solid State Electronics (1990). In
press.

D X Xu, G D Shen, M Willander, and G V Hansson: The structure and
temperature characteristics of strained SiGe/Si heterojunctions. Accepted in
Journal of Electronic Materials.
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R Tjärnström and T Larsson, "Automatic Generation of Timing Specifications
for CMOS VLSI Designs", Proc. IFIP Applied Formal Methods for Correct
VLSI Design, pp 318-327,1989.

R Tjärnström, "Automatic Generation of Timing Macromodels for CMOS
Transistor Subnetworks", Proceedings of EDAC'90, pp 524-528, 1990.

M. Afgahi and C. Svensson, "Calculation of clock path delay and skew in VLSI
synchronous systems", European Conf. on Circuit Theory and Design, IEE
conf. publ. 308, pp 256-269,1989.

C Svensson and K Chen, "A/D Conversion and Analog Vector Quantization
Using Neural Network Models", 1st IEE conf. on Artificial Neural Networks,
IEE Conf. publ. 313, pp 324-328, 1989.

J Yuan, C Svensson, F Lu and H Samueli, "A high speed pipelined CMOS
accumulator for implementing numerically controlled oscillators", Proc. of
1990 IEEE Int. Symp. Circuits and Systems, pp 113-116.

K Chen, M Afghahi, P-E Danielsson and C Svensson, "PASIC: A Processor -
A/D converter - Sensor Integrated Circuit", Proc. of 1990 IEEE Int. Symp.
Circuits and Systems, pp 1705-1708.

K Chen, A Åström, T Ahl and P-E Danielsson, "PASIC. A Smart Sensor for
Computer Vision", 10th Int. Conf. on Pattern Recognition, Atlantic city, USA,
June 1990.

K Chen and C Svensson, "A 512-processor array chip for video/image
processing", Workshop From Pixels to Features II, Bonas, France, Aug 27-
Sept 1,1990. Report LiTH-IFM-IS-159.

A Åström, K Chen and P-E Danielsson, "PASIC. A Sensor/Processor Array
for Computer Vision", accepted for Int. Conf. on Application Specific Array
Processors, Princeton, USA, Sept. 5-7, 1990.

P Ingelhag, B Jonsson, B Sikström and L Wanhammar, "A High Speed
Processing Element", European Conf. on Circuit Theory and Design, IEE
conf. publ. 308, pp 162-165,1989.

P Röjder, "Smart interface circuit for sensor arrrays", Proc. of
Radiovetenskaplig konferens, RVK90, pp 66-67, 1990.

M Afghahi, "Optimum and Suboptimum Scheduling of DSP Algorithms",
European Conf. on Circuit Theory and Design, IEE conf. publ. 308, pp 104-
108, 1989.
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H Johansson, J Yuan and C Svensson, "Measuring the high speed digital and
high frequency performance of CMOS devices", Proc. of 14th Nordic
Semiconductor Meeting, Århus, June 17-20, pp 399-402,1990.

A. Assadi, O Inganäs, C Svensson and M Willander: Characteristics and
operation mechanism in poly(3-alkylthiophene) field effect transistor. ICSM-
90, Tubingen, FRG, (1990).

W X Ni, H Li, M Sardela, M Willander, G V Hansson,: Growth and
characterization of doping structures in silicon. 14th Nordic Semiconductor
Meeting, 1990.

O Inganäs, G Gustafsson, A Assadi, C Svensson, and M Willander:
Meltprocessable polymer electronics. ICSM-90, Tubingen, FRG, (1990).

A Ouacha and M Willander: Noise and high frequency operation of
InP/InGaAs double heterojunction bipolar transistor ECL circuits. Proceedings
of Second International Conference on Indium Phosphide and Related
Materials, Colorado, April 1990.

H Johansson, S Rudner and M Willander: Determination of very short
minority carrier lifetimes in Si/SiGe heterostructure p-n junctions.
Proceedings of the Fifth International Workshop on the Physics of
Semiconductor Devices, pp 615-616, New Dehli (1989).

U Dahlgren, S Rudner and M Willander: Radiation effects on the electrical
performance of GaAs/GaAlAs HEMTs. Gallium Arsenid Application
Symposium, Rom, April 1990.

M Willander: Present and future Si/Sil-xGex heterojunction bipolar
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